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Mechanisms of emotion understanding
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#, 4.&A%0 PvMD]()' -& '(% .%3)'-"+&(-1 8%'#%%+ 0"33)8".)'".&5 %/"'-"+& )+$ '(%
U4)3-'-%& "2 '(%-. -+'%.)0'-"+ #-'( ) 1).'+%.9 T.% 4.48"&'& A4& )4+% *$4* 4&&%&&%+ *$%
6,00%84*',.& !%*A%%. N,'.* )%4&(0%& ,1 940*.%0&L %),*',.& 4.+ *$%'0 9%06%'/%+
[=
'.*%046*',. C(48'*"B >++'*',.488"@ *$% %J4)98%& ,1 &,)% +"4+& 40% 90%&%.*%+ *,
'88(&*04*% +'11%0%.* A4"& '. A$'6$ *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. %),*',.& 4.+ '.*%046*',.
C(48'*" 6,(8+ ,66(0 B
The relationship between collaboratorsÕ emotions and their perceived interaction
quality
5"4+ 8%/%8 )%4&(0%& ,1 940*.%0&L %),*',.& 4.+ *$%'0 9%06%'/%+ '.*%046*',. C(48'*"
A%0% 6,)9,&%+B #$%.@ *$% 6,00%84*',.& !%*A%%. *$%&% )%4&(0%& A%0% 6486(84*%+ '.
0%84*',. *, *$% (&% ,1 ;I,..%6* 4.+ >&*0,/%0&'*"B #$% 4.48"&'& A4& )4+% A'*$ 4 +"4+?
A'&% +4*4&%* G.x;ZHB #$%0% A%0% ;Z 0,A&@ ,.% 1,0 %46$ +"4+@ 4.+ 6,8().& 1,0 %46$
+"4+ )%)!%0 G%B3B@ %),*',. '.*%.&'*" ,1 +"4+ )%)!%0 )F 4.+ %),*',. '.*%.&'*" ,1
+"4+ )%)!%0 8HB #$% )%4&(0%)%.* ,1 %),*',. '.*%.&'*" 4* *$% +"4+ 8%/%8 A4& +%1'.%+
4& *$% &() ,1 *$% +"4+ )%)!%0&L 4.&A%0& *, *$% TA. Q),*',.& C(%&*',..4'0%B #$(&@
*$%0% A4& 4 +"4+ 8%/%8 )%4&(0% 1,0 %46$ %),*',. $499"@ 6$488%.3%+@ $,9%1(8 4.+
10(&*04*%+B #$% (&% ,1 &() *, )4F% +"4+?8%/%8 /40'4!8%& '& 6,)),. '. I:IS &*(+'%&
G%B3B@ 5,?S%.$ %* 48B@ ;<<XHB
>& 1,0 *$% )%4&(0%)%.* ,1 '.*%046*',. C(48'*"@ 4 1%.0%-,%$ -+'%.)0'-"+ U4)3-'A
/40'4!8% A4& +%1'.%+ 4& *$% 4/%043%+ '*%)& '. *$% '.*%046*',. C(48'*" C(%&*',..4'0%B
#$% 0%8'4!'8'*" ,1 *$'& C(%&*',..4'0% A4& )403'.488" 466%9*4!8% '. *$% 6,.6%9* )49
G;."+8)0(5& )31()f B`=H 4.+ 3,,+ '. *$% 34)% G;."+8)0(5& )31()f B[_HB #$%
9%06%'/%+ '.*%046*',. C(48'*" ,1 +"4+ )%)!%0& A4& &())%+ *, )4F% 4 +"4+?8%/%8
)%4&(0%B
#4!8% MB== &$,A& *$% 6,00%84*',.& !%*A%%. *$% +"4+ 8%/%8 )%4&(0%& ,1 9%06%'/%+
'.*%046*',. C(48'*" 4.+ *$% +"4+ 8%/%8 )%4&(0%& ,1 $499'.%&&@ '.*%0%&*@ 6$488%.3%@ $,9%@
10(&*04*',. 4.+ !,0%+,)B P%340+8%&& ,1 *$% 8%40.'.3 %./'0,.)%.*@ *$,&% A$, 04*%+
*$%'0 6,884!,04*',. C(48'*" $'3$%0 48&, %.N,"%+ ),0% G'B%B@ 0%9,0*%+ ),0% $499'.%&& 4.+
8%&& !,0%+,)HB T.8" +'11%0%.6% !%*A%%. 8%40.'.3 %./'0,.)%.*& A4& *$4* ,.8" +(0'.3
[;
>&*0,/%0&'*"@ *$,&% A$, 1%8* ),0% 10(&*04*%+ 48&, )4+% 8,A%0 04*'.3& ,1 *$%'0
'.*%046*',. C(48'*"B #$% 0%&* ,1 *$% %),*',.& +'+ .,* &'3.'1'64.*8" 6,00%84*% A'*$ *$%
9%06%'/%+ '.*%046*',. C(48'*"B
#4!8% MB==
;"..%3)'-"+ 0"%22-0-%+'& "2 '(% $A)$ 3%,%3 /%)&4.%& "2 1%.0%-,%$ -+'%.)0'-"+ U4)3-'A
)+$ %/"'-"+&
5"4+ 8%/%8 %),*',. '.*%.&'*" G.x;ZH
5"4+ 8%/%8 7Ev ]49 E.* I$4 ],9 O0( Y,0
;I,..%6* B_<y B;[ ?B<; ?B=; ?BMM ?B_`y
>&*0,/%0&'*" B_ay B;a ?B=_ B=_ ?B_<y ?B_Xy
y1zB<Z
Illustrative examples of the relationship between emotions and interaction
quality
#$% 0%&(8*& 90%&%.*%+ 4!,/% &(33%&* *$4* 9%,98%L& %),*',.& 40% 4&&,6'4*%+ A'*$
*$%'0 '.*%046*',. C(48'*"B g$%. 940*.%0& 0%9,0*%+ ),0% $499'.%&& 4.+ 8%&& !,0%+,)
*$%" 48&, 04*%+ *$%'0 '.*%046*',.& ),0% 9,&'*'/%8"@ 0%340+8%&& ,1 *$% 8%40.'.3
%./'0,.)%.*B T.8" '. >&*0,/%0&'*"@ 940*.%0& 0%9,0*%+ ),0% 10(&*04*',. A$%. *$%" 04*%+
*$%'0 '.*%046*',. .%34*'/%8"B #$'& 6,)98%)%.*& ,*$%0 0%&(8*&@ A$'6$ '.+'64*% *$4*
'.+'/'+(48& 0%9,0*%+ 9,&'*'/% %),*',.& G%B3B@ '.*%0%&*@ $499'.%&&H '. ;I,..%6* 4.+
>&*0,/%0&'*"@ !(* *$%" 0%9,0*%+ ),0% 6$488%.3%@ $,9% 4.+ 10(&*04*',. '. >&*0,/%0&'*"
G:%6*',. MBMB`B=H@ 4.+ *$4* &,)% 6,884!,04*'/% 940*.%0& 0%9,0*%+ ),0% &')'840 %),*',.&
*$4. ,*$%0& G:%6*',. MBMB`B;HB
#$% /'+%, +4*4 ,1 940*.%0&L '.*%046*',. A4& %)98,"%+ *, '88(&*04*% *$%&% 0%&(8*&B
:,)% %J4)98%& 40% 90%&%.*%+ ,1 +"4+& '. A$'6$ *$% 940*.%0& 0%9,0*%+ ),0% &')'840 ,0
),0% +'11%0%.* %),*',.& A$'8&* '.*%046*'.3 40,(.+ ;I,..%6* 4.+ >&*0,/%0&'*"B #$%
%J4)98%& &$,A $,A *$% %),*',.& ,1 &,)% 6,884!,04*,0& )'3$* $4/% !%%. 4&&,6'4*%+
[M
A'*$ *$%'0 '.*%046*',. A'*$ *$% *%6$.,8,3" G%B3B@ 0%46*',.& *, *$% '.*%0146%@ %J%6(*',. ,1
4 6,884!,04*'/% *4&FH 4.+ 4 940*.%0 G%B3B@ 0%&9,.&'/%.%&&HB #$% 4') '& *, 4'+ *$%
'.*%090%*4*',. ,1 *$% C(4.*'*4*'/% 0%&(8*& A'*$ &,)% %J4)98%&B ],A%/%0@ 48*$,(3$ *$%
/'+%, +4*4 &$,A%+ *$% 940*.%0&L '.*%046*',.@ .,* 0%6,0+'.3& ,1 *$% 6,)9(*%0 &60%%.
A%0% *4F%. 4.+ *$%0%1,0%@ ,!&%0/4*',.& ,1 *$%'0 9%01,0)4.6% '. *$% 8%40.'.3
%./'0,.)%.*& 6,(8+ .,* )% )4+%B #$(&@ *$% 1%4*(0%& +%&60'!%+ '. *$% %J4)98% +"4+&
A%0% &%8%6*%+ 4& )%0% '88(&*04*',.& '.&*%4+ ,1 &"&*%)4*'6488" +%*%0)'.%+ A'*$
'.1%0%.*'48 4.48"&'& 4.+@ *$%0%1,0%@ 3%.%048'&4*',. *, ,*$%0 +"4+& '& .,* 9,&&'!8%B
4$5$6')+"
T. %46$ 8%40.'.3 %./'0,.)%.* BG;"++%0'_ ?&'.",%.&-'AJF *$% +"4+& A%0% 684&&'1'%+
'. *%0)& ,1 $'3$ 411%6*'/% &')'840'*" G+"4+& '. *$% _
*$
C(40*'8% ,1 *$% 411%6*'/%
4A40%.%&& '.+%JH 4.+ 8,A 411%6*'/% &')'840'*" G+"4+& '. *$% =
&*
C(40*'8% ,1 *$% 411%6*'/%
&')'840'*" '.+%JHB O,0 %46$ 46*'/'*"@ *A, +"4+& A'*$ 8,A 411%6*'/% &')'840'*" 4.+ *A,
+"4+& A'*$ $'3$ 411%6*'/% &')'840'*" A%0% 04.+,)8" &%8%6*%+ *, )4F% 4 *,*48 ,1 %'3$*
+"4+&B #4!8% MB=; &$,A *$% 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& '.+%J%& 4.+ *$% 9&%(+,.")& 4&&'3.%+
*, *$% )%)!%0& ,1 *$% &%8%6*%+ +"4+&B
[_
#4!8% MB=;











;6,..%6* ]'3$ ]:= B[[ I$0'& 4.+ I4084
]:; B[< :4)(%8 4.+ :'),.
S,A S:= ?B=` K40*'. 4.+ K40'4.
S:; ?B__ S4(04 4.+ S'4)
>&*0,/%0&'*" ]'3$ ]:= B`< 74,84 4.+ 7%*%0
]:; BaZ 2,04 4.+ 24*48'%
S,A S:= B;= >0*$(0 4.+ >0)4.+
S:; ?Ba; :,9$'% 4.+ :404$
/0(.15$& +2 6+55(7+%(')+"& (%+8"# 9:+""$6'
K/"'-"+ 1."2-3%&
O'3(0% MB[ &$,A& *$% %),*',. 90,1'8%& ,1 *$% +"4+& 6,884!,04*'.3 40,(.+ ;6,..%6*B
E* &$,A& *$4* 6,884!,04*,0& A'*$ $'3$ 411%6*'/% &')'840'*" A%0% %'*$%0 %C(488" !,0%+ ,0
%C(488" %.N,"'.3 *$% 46*'/'*"B #$% 90,1'8% ,1 I$0'& 4.+ I4084 G]=H &$,A 4 b184*L
%),*',.48 '.*%.&'*" %J6%9* 1,0 !,0%+,)B I,./%0&%8"@ *$% 90,1'8% ,1 :4)(%8 4.+ :'),.
G];H &$,A& *$4* !,*$ ,1 *$%) %.N,"%+ *$% *4&F ?*$%" 1%8* $499"@ 6$488%.3%+ 4.+
'.*%0%&*%+ A'*$ ),+%04*% *, 4 8,* ,1 '.*%.&'*"@ 4.+ 1%8* 8%&& !,0%+@ 10(&*04*%+ 4.+
$,9%1(8B
E. +"4+& A'*$ 8,A 411%6*'/% &')'840'*"@ '. *$% 64&% ,1 S=@ S'4) 0%9,0*%+ ),0%
$499'.%&&@ '.*%0%&*@ $,9% 4.+ 10(&*04*',. *$4. S4(04@ A$, +'+ .,* 0%9,0* *$%&% %),*',.&
4* 488B E. *$% 64&% ,1 S;@ *$% +'11%0%.6% A4& *$4* K40*'. A4& ),+%04*%8" $499" 4.+ .,*




E.*%.&'*" &6,0%D <x .,* 4* 488@ = x &8'3$*8"@ ;x ),+%04*%8"@ Mx 4 8,*@ _ x %J*0%)%8"
O'3(0% MB[ K/"'-"+ 1."2-3%& "2 $A)$& #-'( (-6( )22%0'-,% &-/-3).-'A B!PF !GJ )+$ 3"#
)22%0'-,% &-/-3).-'A B=PF =GJ $4.-+6 '(% 4&% "2 G0"++%0'
R+'%.)0'-"+ U4)3-'A
?22%0'-,% %@1.%&&-"+&> E.+'/'+(48& 040%8" &$,A%+ 9,&'*'/% ,0 .%34*'/% 411%6*'/%
%J90%&&',.&@ 4* 8%4&* .,* '. 4 68%40 )4..%0 G%B3B@ *$%" +'+ .,* 84(3$ ,0 )4+% N,F%&HB
>8*$,(3$ 940*.%0& '. +"4+ S;@ I$0'& 4.+ I4084@ %C(488" !,0%+@ "4A.%+ 4.+ %J98'6'*8"
6,))%.*%+ 4!,(* *$% +(88.%&& ,1 *$% 46*'/'*"B
S%&1"+&-,%+%&&> T.% F%" 1%4*(0% ,1 6,884!,04*,0&L '.*%046*',.@ *$4* 90,!4!8"
0%18%6*%+ *$%'0 %),*',. 90,1'8%&@ A4& *$% 0%&9,.&'/%.%&& A'*$ *$% 940*.%0B O,0 %J4)98%@
'. 5"4+& S= 4.+ S;@ *$% '.+'/'+(48& A$, 0%9,0*%+ 8%&& $499'.%&&@ 6$488%.3% 4.+















































0%6'90,648B O,0 %J4)98%@ '. +"4+ S;@ S4(04 0%9,0*%+ ),0% !,0%+,) 4.+ 8%&& '.*%0%&*
*$4. S'4)B :$% 90,9,&%+ '+%4& 4.+ 48&, 6,)98%)%.*%+ *$% '+%4& 90,9,&%+ !" S'4)B E.
6,.*04&*@ S'4) 90,9,&%+ '+%4& !(* +'+ .,* 6,)98%)%.* ,0 0%C(%&* S4(04L& '+%4&B T1*%.@
$% 0%&9,.+%+ *, S4(04L& C(%&*',.& A'*$ %84!,04*%+ 466,(.*& ,1 $'& ,A. &*(+%.*
%J9%0'%.6%& A'*$,(* 4&F'.3 $%0&B O,0 %J4)98%D
Laura: and then, are you travelling for the summer?
Liam: ehmÉ I am going to [long list of places] and then to
Australia
Laura: [turning to him, smiling] jesus, all in the summer?
Liam: yeah, with my friends and then to Australia with my
family




P%&9,.&'/%.%&& !%*A%%. 940*.%0& A4& 48&, 0%8%/4.* '. +"4+& ]= 4.+ ];B O,0
%J4)98%@ 940*.%0& ,1 +"4+ ]= 1%8* %C(488" !,0%+ 4.+ .,* $499" ,0 '.*%0%&*%+ 4* 488B E.
*$'& 64&%@ I4084 A4& (&(488" ),0% 0%&9,.&'/% *$4. I$0'&B I$0'& 10%C(%.*8" 4++%+ *,9'6&
*, *$% 6,.6%9* )49 A'*$,(* &4"'.3 4."*$'.3 *, I4084 ,0 *"9%+ A$4*%/%0 &$% 90,9,&%+@
.,* 4&F'.3 1,0 ),0% .,0 6,)98%)%.*'.3 $%0 '+%4&B :,)%*')%&@ I4084 4&F%+ I$0'& A$4*
$% A4& *"9'.3 !(* $'& 0%&9,.&%& A%0% &$,0*B O,0 %J4)98%D
Chris: [silently typing]
Carla: what are you putting?
Chris: ehm, excellentÉ [pause] I do not know what I am trying
to say [pause] how good the teach is
Carla: excellent teaching, I guessÉ
5'11%0%.*8"@ 940*.%0& '. +"4+ ]; 0%9,0*%+ &')'840 $499'.%&& 4.+ '.*%0%&*B E. *$'&
64&%@ *$%" A%0% (&(488" 0%&9,.&'/% *, *$% 90,9,&'*',.& ,1 ,.% 4.,*$%0B O,0 %J4)98%@ '.
*$% 1,88,A'.3 %J*046*@ :4)(%8 '& 90,9,&'.3 4 *,9'6 *, '.68(+% '. *$% 6,.6%9* )49B
:'),. 0%&9,.+& A'*$ 1(0*$%0 '.1,0)4*',. ,. *$% *,9'6 4.+ :4)(%8 0%&9,.+& !46FD
Samuel: [proposing a pro of their university] good rank
international
Simon: what is our rank international?
Samuel: 73 or something






/0(.15$& +2 6+55(7+%(')+"& (%+8"# ;&'%+<$%&)'=
K/"'-"+ 1."2-3%&
O'3(0% MBX &$,A& *$% %),*',. 90,1'8%& ,1 +"4+& 984"'.3 >&*0,/%0&'*"B K%)!%0& ,1
+"4+& A'*$ $'3$ 411%6*'/% &')'840'*" A%0% b%),*',.488"L %.343%+ A'*$ *$% 46*'/'*"B
74,84 4.+ 7%*%0 G]=H 4.+ 2,04 4.+ 24*48'% G];H@ 0%9,0*%+ 8,A !,0%+,)@ ),+%04*%
$499'.%&&@ '.*%0%&*@ 6$488%.3%@ $,9% 4.+ 10(&*04*',.B E. 6,.*04&*@ '. +"4+& A'*$ 8,A
411%6*'/% &')'840'*"@ ,.% 940*.%0 &$,A%+ ),0% %.343%)%.*B E. S= >0)4.+ 0%9,0*%+
),0% $499'.%&& 4.+ $,9% 4.+ '. S; :404$ 0%9,0*%+ ),0% '.*%0%&*@ 10(&*04*',. 4.+ $,9%B
High affective similarity
Low affective similarity
E.*%.&'*" &6,0%D <x .,* 4* 488@ = x &8'3$*8"@ ;x ),+%04*%8"@ Mx 4 8,*@ _ x %J*0%)%8"
O'3(0% MBX K/"'-"+ 1."2-3%& "2 $A)$& #-'( (-6( )22%0'-,% &-/-3).-'A B!PF !GJ )+$ 3"#

















































?22%0'-,% %@1.%&&-"+&> 740*.%0& '. +"4+ S; 0%9,0*%+ &')'840 '.*%.&'*'%& ,1 $499'.%&&
4.+ '.*%0%&*@ !(* :404$ 0%9,0*%+ 8%&& '.*%0%&* 4.+@ '. 3%.%048@ ),0% .%34*'/% %),*',.&
&(6$ 4& $,9%@ !,0%+,) 4.+ 10(&*04*',.B 2%/%0*$%8%&&@ .%'*$%0 :404$ .,0 :,9$'% &$,A%+
411%6*'/% %J90%&&',.&B E. 5"4+ S=@ 940*.%0& 0%9,0*%+ &')'840 6$488%.3%+ 4.+ '.*%0%&*@
!(* >0*$(0 0%9,0*%+ ),0% $499'.%&& 4.+ .%34*'/% %),*',.& 4.+ &$,A%+ ),0% 411%6*'/%
0%46*',.& *$4. >0)4.+B
740*.%0& '. +"4+& ]= 4.+ ];@ A$, 0%9,0*%+ 9,&'*'/% %),*',.& &')'8408" G%B3B@ ),0%
6$488%.3% 4.+ '.*%0%&* *$4. !,0%+,)H@ 10%C(%.*8" &$,A%+ 9,&'*'/% 411%6*'/%
%J90%&&',.&B 740*.%0& +'&984"%+ &')(8*4.%,(& 411%6*'/% 0%46*',.& *,A40+& >&*0,/%0&'*"@
%&9%6'488" A$%. 4.')4*%+ 6$4046*%0& 34/% *$%) 0%6,))%.+4*',.& 4.+ 1%%+!46F A'*$
%J90%&&'/% %8%)%.*&B O,0 %J4)98%@ '. ]=@ 7%*%0 4.+ 74,84 )4+% )4F% N,F%& 4!,(* *$%
1%%+!46F ,1 *$% 34)%@ 4& '. *$% 1,88,A'.3 %J*046*D
Peter: [reading the interface and smiling] ok, brain damage but
stable
Paola [smiling]: but heÕs all right
Peter: [smiling] what!?
Paola [reading the interface and smiling]: you need more
practice as a team!
Peter: [laughs]
Paola: [laughs]
>8&,@ *$% 6,./%0&4*',.& ,1 74,84 4.+ 7%*%0 G]=H 4.+ 2,04 4.+ 24*48'% G];H (&(488"
'.68(+%+ N,F%& 4.+h,0 411%6*'/% %J90%&&',.&B E. *$% 1,88,A'.3 %J*046* 1,0 %J4)98%@
7%*%0 '& 8'&*'.3 6,,0+'.4*%& A$'8% &64..'.3 48'%. 90%&%.6%B 74,84 '& 98,**'.3 4.+ *$%.@
N,"1(88" %J90%&&%+ *$4* *$%" A%0% )4F'.3 90,30%&&B
Peter: N18 is zero
Paola: awesome, N18 is zero... ok we seem to have some sort of
progression
Peter: N17 is also zero
Paola: [cheers]
[X
S%&1"+&-,%+%&&> 740*.%0& '. +"4+& ]= 4.+ ]; (&(488" 4&F%+ 4.+ 90,9,&%+ '+%4& *,
,.% 4.,*$%0B O,0 %J4)98%@ '. +"4+ ]=@ A$%. 7%*%0 A4& *%88'.3 *$% 6,,0+'.4*%& A'*$
$'3$%&* 48'%. 90%&%.6% 1,0 74,84 *, 98,* *$%) '. *$% 30'+@ &$% ,1*%. 90,9,&%+ ,*$%0
6,,0+'.4*%& *, 8,,F 4*B >66,0+'.38"@ 7%*%0 0%&9,.+%+ 4.+ &64..%+ *$%&% 6,,0+'.4*%&B
I,./%0&%8"@ A$%. 74,84 8'&*%+ *$% ),0% &%6(0% 6,,0+'.4*%& 1,0 7%*%0 *, *046% *$% &41%&*
0,(*%@ $% .,*'6%+ *$4* &,)% ,1 *$% 6,,0+'.4*%& 8'&*%+ !" 74,84 A%0% 46*(488" +4.3%0,(&
4.+ 90,9,&%+ 48*%0.4*'/% 0,(*%&B :')'8408"@ '. +"4+ ];@ 24*48'% 4.+ 2,04 +'&984"%+
),0% 0%&9,.&'/%.%&& A'*$ *$% 94&&'.3 ,1 *')%B #$%'0 6,))(.'64*',. %/,8/%+ 10,)
&$,0* %J6$4.3%& 6,)!'.'.3 &'8%.6%@ ),.,8,3(% 4.+ !46F6$4..%8@ *, 4 &,0* ,1
'.*%046*',. '. A$'6$ *$%" 4&F%+@ 90,9,&%+ ,0 %84!,04*%+ 4!,(* %46$ ,*$%0L& '+%4& 4.+
,9'.',.&B E. *$% 1,88,A'.3 %J*046*@ 2,04 4.+ 24*48'% &$,A 0%&9,.&'/%.%&& A$'8%
&64..'.3 48'%. 90%&%.6%D
Natalie: But, [the alien presence] is also high this side maybe
we can try this area
Nora: yeah but this is a long...
Natalie: [backchannels] thus
Nora: It can't be trouble through it, as long as you go round
on it, is that a good idea?
Natalie: I am not to sure
Nora: because in that case we can go over here, somewhere
[laughs]
Natalie: [backchannels] yeah...
Nora: likeÉ to G15
Natalie: [goes to plot]
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N(&* 6,)98%)%.*%+B #$% 1,88,A'.3 %J*046* '88(&*04*%& &,)% ,1 *$%&% 1,0)& ,1 0%&9,.&%B




Arthur: we are in...
Armand: no... [mumbling]
[silence]
Arthur: That's high isn't it?
Armand: yeah...
X<
Arthur: [so where is the...]
Armand: [we are at R5.] which is here... which wasn't that bad
Arthur: yeah...
:')'8408"@ :,9$'% 4.+ :404$ (&(488" 0%&9,.+%+ A'*$ !46F6$4..%8 !(* A'*$ .,
1(0*$%0 %84!,04*',. *, ,.% 4.,*$%0L& '+%4&@ 4& '. *$% 1,88,A'.3 %J*046*D
Sarah: [scanning] ok, so now this route is no longer safe
Sophie: [backchannel] mhh...
[É]
Sarah: the entrance is no longer safe
[É]
Sarah: where is the middle part?
Sophie: [backchannel] ermÉ
[É]
Sarah: [monologue, reacting to the interface] what?
Sophie: erm...
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Nora: [points to the screen] right, say...that one?
Natalie: yeah... I20
Natalie: [backchannel] I20... I19
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Challenge intensity and change
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- <"0-)3 &-'4)'-"+B #$% A4" '. A$'6$ 940*.%0& '.*%046*%+ A'*$ ,.% 4.,*$%0
G%B3B@ 90,9,&'.3 '+%4&@ %J984.4*',.&@ (&'.3 !46F6$4..%8&H
#$% &())40'%& ,1 *$%&% 1%4*(0%& 40% '.68(+%+ '. *$% *0'48 90,1'8%&@ 48,.3 A'*$ *$%
C(4.*'*4*'/% '.1,0)4*',. 4!,(* 940*.%0&L %),*',.&@ 411%6*'/% &')'840'*"@ 411%6*'/%
4A40%.%&& 4.+ 9%06%9*',. ,1 *$% 6,.*%J* G>99%.+'J ^HB
:%6,.+@ %46$ 64&% 90,1'8% A4& 0%/'%A%+ '. ,0+%0 *, 4!&*046* F%" &'*(4*',.& 8'F%8" *,
'.60%4&% ,0 +%60%4&% 6$488%.3%@ 6,.&%0/'.3 *$% 940*'6(840'*'%& ,1 %46$ 64&%B >.,*$%0
0%&%406$%0 A$, $4+ !,*$ %J9%0'%.6% A'*$ C(48'*4*'/% 4.48"&'& ,1 I:IS +4*4 4.+ A'*$
S:g; 48&, 6400'%+ ,(* *$'& 90,6%+(0%B O'.488"@ *$% '.*%090%*4*',.& ,1 *$% 0%&%406$%0&
A%0% '.*%304*%+ *$0,(3$ +'&6(&&',. 4.+ 0%/'&'*'.3 *$% +4*4 4& .%6%&&40" GP,!&,.@
=XXaHB Y%8,A@ *$% &'*(4*',.& 8'F%8" *, $4/% '.60%4&%+ ,0 +%60%4&%+ 6$488%.3% 40%
90%&%.*%+ '. &%9404*% &%6*',.&B
=_<
:(&$& +2 )"6%$(&$# 6,(55$"*$
5'&0(9*',.& '. *$% 18(%.6" ,1 6,884!,04*,0&L 9%01,0)4.6% A%0% *"9'648 '. *$%&%
64&%&B Y(* *$%&% +'&0(9*',.& A%0% 90,)9*%+ !" +'11%0%.* 34)% )%6$4.'&)& +%9%.+'.3
,. 940*'6(840 64&%&B E. *%0)& ,1 *$% &,6'48 &'*(4*',.@ 6,.&*4.*8" &'8%.* '.*%046*',. A4&
,!&%0/%+ '. ,.8" ,.% 64&% G>?M@ZHB 740*.%0& '. *$% 0%&* ,1 *$% 64&%& ,664&',.488"
'.*%046*%+ &'8%.*8" ,0 (&'.3 ,.8" !46F6$4..%8@ !(* ,.8" A$'8&* 18(%.*8" )4F'.3 0,(*'.%
46*'/'*'%& 8'F% A48F'.3 40,(.+@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ ,0 )4.'9(84*'.3 !8,6F& ,0 8%/%0&B
#"9'6488"@ 940*.%0& *48F%+ ),0% A$%. *$%'0 9%01,0)4.6% A4& 8%&& 18(%.*@ A$'6$
,66(00%+ '. *$0%% &'*(4*',.& 8'F%8" *, 90,/,F% 1%%8'.3& ,1 6$488%.3%D
G=H =)0*-+6 i-+&-6('5 A$%. 6,.10,.*'.3 9(UU8%& A'*$ (-$$%+ %3%/%+'& G; 64&%&H ,0
0"/13%@ .43%& GM 64&%&H
G;H T,%.' 0"+24&-"+ A$%. *$% 34)% &'*(4*',. '.68(+%+ 4 *%A 6)/% %,%+' GM 64&%&H
,0 +(0'.3 4 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ ."4'-+% )0'-,-'A G; 64&%&H
GMH R+%22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A A$%. 4 9(UU8% 0%C('0%+ 0"".$-+)'%$ )0'-"+ G; 64&%&HB
=)0*-+6 -+&-6('
E. 1'/% 64&%&@ *$% 18(%.6" ,1 940*.%0&L 9%01,0)4.6% A4& +'&0(9*%+ !%64(&% *$%"
&*0(338%+ *, 1'3(0% ,(* 4 9(UU8% A'*$ $'++%. %8%)%.*& ,0 6,)98%J 0(8%&B #$%"
0%6,3.'U%+ A$4* *, +,@ !(* &9%.* ),&* ,1 *$% %9'&,+% ,0 488 ,1 '* &*0(338'.3 *, 1'3(0%
,(* $,A *, +, '*B
=)0*-+6 -+&-6(' -+ 14VV3%& #-'( (-$$%+ %3%/%+'&> E. *A, 64&%&@ 940*.%0&L &*0(338%+
*, 1'3(0% ,(* 4 9(UU8% !%64(&% *$% F%" %8%)%.*& A%0% $'++%.B
E. ,.% 64&% G>?_@_H *$% 940*.%0& $4+ *, 4&&%)!8% 4 !0'+3% (&'.3 !8,6F& ,.8"
466%&&'!8% !" N()9'.3 ,.*, 4 &*,.%@ A$'6$ './,8/%& '.*%0+%9%.+%.6% !%64(&% ,.8" ,.%
=_=
,1 *$%) 64. +, *$4*B #$%" &%%)%+ *, 0%6,3.'&% *$%" .%%+%+ 4 !0'+3% !(* &*0(338%+ *,
1'3(0% ,(* $,A *, )4F% '*@ 48*$,(3$ *$%'0 '.*%046*',. '.68(+%+ 9,&'*'/% 1%4*(0%& &(6$ 4&
%J984.4*',.& 4.+ &(99,0*B O'.488" *$%" 1,(.+ *$% !8,6F& '.6'+%.*488"B O,0 '.&*4.6%@ '.
*$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* 940*.%0& 4990,46$ *$% &*,.% A$%0% *$% $'++%. !8,6F& 40%B >;
466(04*%8" %J984'.& *$% )%6$4.'6& ,1 *$'& &*%9 *, >=f !(* .,.% ,1 *$%) &%%)& *, F.,A
*$% !8,6F& 40% *$%0%D
[Trying to jump onto the stone, only A2 can do that]
A2: [jumping onto the stone] so, yeahÉ
A1: [jumping] okÉ
A2: now, jump up
A1: [as she falls in the gap] I can't
A2: (inaudible) the double jump
A1: [tries to jump and falls]É
A2: [jumping off the stone] If you can't do it means it won't
be able to be doneÉ so maybe that's not possible
#$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* &$,A& *$4* >= &9,**%+ *$% !8,6F& '.6'+%.*488" 4.+ C('6F8"
0%48'&%+ $,A *, (&% *$%)@ A$'6$ 90,)9*%+ >;L& 46*',.&D
A1: [standing near the stone] ecp"{qw"lwor"kp"vjg"qvjgt"ukfgA"
A2: [jumps onto the stone, near the hidden blocks] rtqdcdn{"
not without you, but let's have a look
A1: I think those (the blocks) are the things to build the
bridge
A2: [moving the blocks, making the bridge] {gcj000"cjjÈ"{guÈ"
E. *$% ,*$%0 64&% GY?_@;H@ 940*.%0& $4+ *, 1'.+ 4 94.%8 *, *0" 4.+ 60,&& 4 &A4)9@
A$'6$ '& 4. '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9 !%64(&% *$%" $4/% *, A48F *,3%*$%0 *, +, &,B #$%"
0%48'&%+ *$%" .%%+%+ 4 94.%8@ !(* .,* *$4* *$% 94.%8 A4& $'++%. 4.+ '.&*%4+ ,1 8,,F'.3
1,0 '*@ %.343%+ A'*$ +'&*046*%0& ,0 A48F%+ *,3%*$%0 '. *$% A0,.3 9846%& %J6$4.3'.3
%J984.4*',.& 4.+ &(33%&*',.& *$4* .,* .%6%&&40'8" 8%4+%+ *, *$% &,8(*',.B E. *$%
1,88,A'.3 %J4)98%@ 940*.%0&L '.*%046*',. '.68(+%& 9,&'*'/% 4**0'!(*%& &(6$ 4& *$%
%J984.4*',.& ,1 Y=@ 0%&9,.+%+ A'*$ 46*',.& 4.+ &(33%&*',.& ,1 Y;B ],A%/%0@ *$%'0
+'&6(&&',. +,%& .,* $%89 *$%) *, 34'. '.&'3$* 4!,(* *$% $'++%. .4*(0% ,1 *$% 94.%8 *$%"
.%%+D
B1: so this (a panel) can definitively be only activated by him
(the droid)
B2: [goes and gets the droid]
=_;
B1: [standstill] yeah... but he can't jump (there is a step
that impedes the droid to reach the panel)
B2: [standing in the step] try and move him a bit
B1: [goes to move the droid] okÉ
B2: [as the droid does nothing] noÉ is not the right way
=)0*-+6 -+&-6(' -+ 14VV3%& #-'( 0"/13%@ .43%&> E. *$0%% 64&%&@ *$% 940*.%0& &*0(338%+
*, 1'3(0% ,(* 9(UU8%& A$%0% *$% F%" %8%)%.*& 40% /'&'!8% !(* *$% 0(8%& 1,0 (&'.3 *$%)
)4" .,* $4/% !%%. 49940%.*B #$%&% 9(UU8%& 6,.&'&* ,1 ,.8" &')98% &*%9& ,0 &,)%*')%&
6,)!'.4*',.& ,1 &')98% 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9&B
E. ,.% 64&% GY?M@MH@ 940*.%0& $4+ *, 8'!%04*% 4 +0,'+ !" 9(&$'.3 4 *(0.&*'8% *$4*
6,.*0,8& 4 /46(()@ A$'6$ *4F%& *$% +0,'+ ,(* ,1 4 643%B T.8" &')98% &*%9& 40% 0%C('0%+
G%B3B@ 9(&$'.3 *$% *(0.&*'8%@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&HB >* 1'0&* *$%" &'8%.*8" )4.'9(84*%+ *$%
%8%)%.*& ,1 *$% 9(UU8% A'*$,(* 4. 49940%.* &*04*%3"@ 4.+ ,1*%. %.343%+ A'*$
+'&*046*%0& G%B3B@ 4 (&%8%&& !,JHB 740*.%0& 1'3(0%+ ,(* &,)% F%" )%6$4.'&)& G%B3B@ *$%
0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ *$% /46(()@ $,A *, ,9%04*% *$% /46(()H !" *0'48
4.+ %00,0@ %J6$4.3'.3 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.& 4.+ 6,))(.'64*'.3 A'*$ !46F6$4..%8B O,0
'.&*4.6% '. *$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.*@ 940*.%0& )4.'9(84*% *$% *(0.&*'8% A'*$,(* +'&6(&&'.3
*$%'0 46*',.& ,0 *$% )%6$4.'6& ,1 *$% 9(UU8% A$%. Y; '.6'+%.*488" )4F%& '.&'3$* 4!,(*
*$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ *$% 94.%8@ 4.+ *%88& Y= A$4* *, +, A'*$,(*
%J984'.'.3 $%0 A$"D
B1: [goes to push] maybe I should push more [pushes the
turnstile and then the panel gets blocked again]
B2: [notices the panel blocks] uh, right, push againÉ it needs,
is, thisÉ
B1: which way?
B2: [stands in from the panel] back that way, a little bit
B1: [pushes]É
B2: [panel is liberated] that's right, stop... oh it's r2d2
(the droid), right
E. ,*$%0 *A, 64&%&@ 940*.%0& $4+ *, (&% 4 604.% *, 94&& *$% +0,'+ 460,&& 4 349@ 4.+ *,
+, *$4* *$%" .%%+%+ *, (&% *$% 604.% *, %8')'.4*% &,)% %.%)'%& 4.+ 10%% 4 8%/%0B #$'&
'./,8/%+ &')98% G%B3B@ N()9'.3 4.+ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&H 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9& G%B3B@
=_M
,.% 940*.%0 (&%& *$% 604.% A$'8&* *$% ,*$%0 6,.*0,8& *$% 0,!,*HB >88 %8%)%.*& A%0%
480%4+" /'&'!8% 4.+ 940*.%0& 0%48'U%+ *$%" .%%+%+ *$% 604.%@ !(* 14'8%+ *, 1'3(0% ,(*
$,A *, (&% '*B E. ,.% 64&% G5?=@_H@ 940*.%0& &9%.* 488 *$% %9'&,+% &,8/'.3 *$'& 9(UU8%@
4.+ 466,)94.'%+ *$%'0 940488%8 )4.'9(84*',.& ,1 *$% 604.% 4.+ ,*$%0 '00%8%/4.*
%8%)%.*& A'*$ ,664&',.48 !0'%1 %J984.4*',.&@ *,3%*$%0 A'*$ ,/%0* )'&(.+%0&*4.+'.3B E.
*$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* 940*.%0& 466,)94." *$%'0 )4.'9(84*',.& ,1 *$% 604.% 4.+ *$%
%8%/4*,0 G4 +'&*046*%0H A'*$ %J984.4*',.& 4!,(* *$% &,0* ,1 *$'.3& *$% 604.% +,%&f A$'6$
'& 9,&'*'/% !(* +,%& *, $%89 *$%) *, 34'. '.&'3$* ,1 A$4* *, +,D
D2: [jumps into the crane]...
D1: [approaching a useless elevator] I though I can be...
what's this thing?
D2: [moving the crane] I can go left and right
D1: [standing in the elevator] but you can't go forwards and
backwards
D2: that's ... I need to know
E. ,*$%0 64&% G5"4+ O@ *0'48 =@ZH@ 940*.%0&L *48F '.68(+%+ %J90%&&',.& ,1
)'&(.+%0&*4.+'.3 *$4* 0%18%6*%+ *$%'0 &*0(338% *, 1'3(0% ,(* *$% 9(UU8%@ 4& '. *$%
1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.*D
D1: [stands next to the crane]
D2: [walks around] no idea what to do...
D1: I just can't do anything!
D2: I do not know... not very easy
Y(* *$%" 48&, %J6$4.3%+ &(33%&*',.& *, 6,,0+'.4*% *$%'0 46*',.& '. ,034.'&%+@ !(*
(&%8%&&@ &*04*%3'%&B O,0 '.&*4.6%@ '. *$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* *$% 940*.%0& $4/% .,* 34'.%+
'.&'3$* ,1 $,A *, &,8/% *$% 9(UU8%@ 4.+ 1,6(& ,. ')98%)%.*'.3 4 (&%8%&& &*04*%3"D
D1: [switches to droid and flies] oh, oh, oh... he can like,
fly!
D2: [laughs]
D1: [flies on the gap and falls] I think you can pick me up
like that! If I fly into the middle
D2: that's right let me get back [jumps into the crane]
=__
R+%22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A
E. *A, 64&%&@ *$% 940*.%0&L 9%01,0)4.6% A4& +'&0(9*%+ !%64(&% ,.% ,1 *$%) $4+
90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0B #$'& ,66(00%+ '. 34)% &'*(4*',.& A$%0% *$%
0%C('0%)%.* ,1 0%A40+4!8% 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9& ,0 *$% &$40%+ &60%%.@ $'3$8'3$*%+
*$% .%%+ 1,0 6,,0+'.4*%+ 34)% 984"B #$%" &%%)%+ *, F.,A A$4* *, +, 4.+ $,A *, +,
'*@ !(* 6,(8+ .,* +, '* !%64(&% 4 940*.%0 A4& (.4!8% *, +, $%0 940* %11%6*'/%8"B
R+%22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A #(%+ 0"".$-+)'%$ )0'-"+ #)& .%U4-.%$> E. ,.% 64&% GQ?_@;H@
940*.%0& *0'%+ *, 6,,9%04*% '. 4 0%A40+4!8% &*%9B #$%0% A%0% *A, 8%/%0& 4.+ *$%" *0'%+
*, 9(88 ,.% %46$@ !(* ,.% 940*.%0 6,(8+ .,* +, *$4* !%64(&% ,1 6,.*0,8 90,!8%)&B #$%"
0%)4'.%+ &*4.+&*'88 '. 10,.* ,1 *$% 8%/%0&@ ,0 A48F%+ 40,(.+@ (.4!8% *, F%%9 4+/4.6'.3B
E. *$% %.+@ ,.% 940*.%0 9(88%+ *$% *A, 8%/%0&B #$%" ,11%0%+ 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.& 4.+
'+%4& *, 0%&,8/% *$'& &'*(4*',.B E. *$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.*@ Q= &(33%&*& 6,,0+'.4*%+
46*',. *, 9(88 *$% 8%/%0& +,A.@ !(* Q; '& (.4!8% *, 940*'6'94*% !%64(&% &$% $4&
90,!8%)& A'*$ $%0 6$4046*%0 4.+ 0%C(%&*& 4.+ 0%6%'/%& 9046*'648 4+/'6% 10,) Q=D
E2: [tries to pull the lever but her character not responding]
c'mon
E1: maybe we have to do it at the same time. 1, 2, 3 [pulls the
lever down]
E1: now go.




E1: [breaking things around, then pulls the right lever]
E2: [standing in front the right lever, unable to pull it], noÉ
E1: [pulls the right lever, then runs to the left lever and
pulls it down. The door opens, completing the puzzle]
E2: [cheers]
E. *$% ,*$%0 64&% G>?M@ZH@ 940*.%0& $4+ *, N()9 460,&& 984*1,0)& *, 0%46$ *$% *,9 ,1
4 !('8+'.3@ A$'6$ 0%C('0%+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9&B O,0 %J4)98%@ ,.% 940*.%0 (&%& $%0
&9%6'48 4!'8'*" *, ,9%. 4 984*1,0) &, *$% ,*$%0 940*.%0 64. N()9 ,.*, '* 4.+ /'6% /%0&4B
E. *$'& 64&%@ ,.% 940*.%0 $4+ 90,!8%)& *, +, $%0 940*@ A$'6$ &*,9& *$% ,*$%0 940*.%0
A$, '& 48&, (.4!8% *, ),/% 4A4" !%64(&% ,1 *$% &$40%+ &60%%.B #$% 940*.%0 A'*$
6,.*0,8 90,!8%)& F%9* *0"'.3 A$'8&* *$% ,*$%0 ,.% &*,,+ &*'88B E.*%0%&*'.38"@ 940*.%0& +'+
=_Z
.,* *48F 4!,(* *$'&B E. 146*@ *$'& '& 4. 4*"9'648 64&%@ &'.6% '& *$% ,.8" ,.% '. A$'6$
940*.%0& '.*%046*%+ 48),&* &'8%.*8" +(0'.3 ),&* ,1 *$% *0'48B
T,%.' 0"+24&-"+
#$%0% A%0% 1'/% 64&%& '. A$'6$ 940*.%0& A%0% ,/%0A$%8)%+ !" *$% 34)% &'*(4*',.
4.+ 46*%+ '. +'&6,.6%0*@ +%.,*'.3 ,/%0* 6,.1(&',. *$4* +'&0(9*%+ *$%'0 9%01,0)4.6%B
#$'& ,66(00%+ '. 4 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& !(* 48&, '.68(+%+ 4 F%" 34)%
%/%.* 4.+ '. 4 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& '. 0,(*'.% 46*'/'*"B 740*.%0& &%%)%+ *,
!% (.6%0*4'. 4!,(* A$4* *, +,B
T,%.' 0"+24&-"+ $4.-+6 ) *%A 6)/% %,%+'> E. *$0%% 64&%& G5?=@ Mf Q?=@ ; 4.+ O?=@;H@
940*.%0& &$,A%+ ,/%0* 6,.1(&',. '. 4 6,00'+,0 A$%0% *$%" 1'.+ *$% +0,'+& 1,0 *$% 1'0&*
*')% 4.+ ,.% 6$4046*%0 8%4/%& *$% &6%.% 1,0 ., 49940%.* 0%4&,.B #$'& 9(UU8% '& 0%&,8/%+
A'*$ &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ (&'.3 *$% +0,'+& *, ,9%04*% 94.%8& 4.+ 60,&& *$% 6,00'+,0HB
],A%/%0@ 940*.%0& 0%46*%+ *, *$'& &'*(4*',. '. 4 +'&,034.'&%+ )4..%0B #$%" &A'*6$%+
10,) 0,!,* *, 6$4046*%0 04.+,)8"@ ,0 A48F%+ !46F &%406$'.3 1,0 *$% )'&&'.3 6$4046*%0B
#$%'0 '.*%046*',.& +%.,*%+ 6,.1(&',. 4.+ '.68(+%+ %J984.4*',.& 4.+ 9046*'648
&(33%&*',.& 4!,(* $,A *, 6,.*0,8 *$% +0,'+&B
T/%0* 6,.1(&',. '& '88(&*04*%+ '. *$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* 10,) 64&% O?=@;B O= A4&
6,.*0,88'.3 *$% 6$4046*%0 *$4* 8%1* 1,0 ., 49940%.* 0%4&,.@ 4.+ ,9%.8" C(%0'%& 4!,(* '*f
*, A$'6$ O; 0%&9,.+& ,11%0'.3 &,)% %J984.4*',.& *$4* &%%) *, +')'.'&$ *$% A,00'%& ,1
O=D
[One character leaves for no apparent reason]
F1: [walks around] oh wait... where?
F2: I think you are now me and now I'm the robot
F1: where is me? [laughs]
F2: [laughs] you are runaway and he (the droid) is going to
follow us [walking back towards the boxes room] is ok. Just
stay like this
F1: ok, [laughs] I like you now. Strange world
=_`
#$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* &$,A& 4 &')'840 1,0) ,1 ,/%0* 6,.1(&',. '. 4 +'11%0%.* 64&%
GQ?=@;HB Q= A4& 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% 6$4046*%0 *$4* 8%1* 4.+ C(%&*',.& 4!,(* '*@ *, A$'6$ Q;
0%&9,.+& A'*$ 4. %J984.4*',.D
E1: wait, where has my character gone?
E2: now I am this one [she has gained control of r2d2)
E1: wait, whare's my character gone?
E2: [laughs]
T,%.' 0"+24&-"+ $4.-+6 ."4'-+% )0'-,-'AB E. *A, 6,.&%6(*'/% %9'&,+%& ,1 *$% &4)%
+"4+ GI?=@; 4.+ I?=@MH@ 940*.%0& &$,A%+ 6,.1(&',. '. 4 9(UU8% A$%0% *$%" $4+ *,
60,&& 4 6,00'+,0 +,'.3 &')98% 0,(*'.% &*%9& 8'F% &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ 60,&&'.3 +,,0&B
E. 146*@ *$%" N(&* $4+ *, 60,&& 4 +,,0 *, 6,)98%*% *$% 9(UU8%B E.&*%4+@ *$%" %.343%+
A'*$ +'&*046*%0& G%B3B@ (&%8%&& 8%/%0&H 4.+ A48F%+ !46F *, 9(UU8%& 480%4+" 0%&,8/%+B
#$%'0 *48F 6,.&'&*%+ ,1 6,))%.*40'%& *$4* 466,)94.'%+ *$%'0 )4.'9(84*',.& ,1
'00%8%/4.* %8%)%.*& ,0 %8%)%.*& *$4* *$%" $4+ 480%4+" (&%+B >& '. *$% 1,88,A'.3
&%3)%.*@ I; A,.+%0& '1 *$%" $4/% +,.% 488 *$% .%6%&&40" &*%9&@ 4.+ 0%9%4*& &,)%
46*',.& 480%4+" +,.% A$'8&* I= N(&* A48F& 40,(.+D
[In a previously solved puzzle, a corridor with levers]
C2: have we pulled down all the levers?
C1: mmhh
C2: [trying to pull down a lever already done] is not
working...
C1: [walking around]...
#$%" 48&, %J90%&&%+ 6,.1(&',. 4.+@ ),0%,/%0@ *$'& 6,.1(&',. A4& '.60%4&%+ A$%.
*$%" )'&'.*%090%*%+ *$% $'.*&B O,0 '.&*4.6%D
C2: [reading hints that apply for a different puzzle] boxes
with yellow stripes
C1: [walking around] I do not understand...
C2: [walks forward, towards the door]
C2: [in a distracter window] can we get back there or
something? [to the previous puzzles]
C1: [walking back]...
C1: I thought it meant to be boxes.
E.*%0%&*'.38"@ *$'& A4& ,.% ,1 *$% *A, 64&%& 4),.3&* 488 *$% 4.48"&%+ 64&%& G!,*$ ,1
'.60%4&%+ 4.+ +%60%4&%+ 6$488%.3%H '. A$'6$ 940*'6'94.*& &$,A%+ ,11?*4&F *48F@
0%1%00'.3 *, *$% ,/%0488 '.*%.*',.& ,1 *$% &*(+"@ 90%&()4!8" 4 6,.&%C(%.6% ,1 &9%.+'.3
=_a
48),&* *A, 6,)98%*% *0'48& G490,JB ` )'.(*%&H '. 4 &'*(4*',. A$%0% *$%" *$,(3$* *$%"
6,(8+ .,* +, 4."*$'.3D
C2: I think is done on purpose, to get us angry... is not
working on purpose (walking around)
C1: [laughs]
C2: oh, he (experimenter) is recording this don't he?
C1: [laughs]
C2: recording how terrible we areÉ
:(&$& +2 #$6%$(&$# 6,(55$"*$
O8(%.* 9%01,0)4.6% A4& *"9'648 '. *$%&% 64&%&@ !(* '* A4& +'&984"%+ (.+%0 +'11%0%.*
34)% &'*(4*',.&B E. *%0)& ,1 *$% &,6'48 &'*(4*',.@ %J*%.+%+ &%C(%.6%& ,1 /%0!48
'.*%046*',. A%0% 040%B T.8" '. ,.% 64&% *$% 940*.%0& &$,A%+ 4 6,.&*4.*8" 4!(.+4.*
/%0!48 '.*%046*',. GO?=@_HB #$% *"9'648 /%0!48 '.*%046*',. 6,.&'&*%+ ,1 !0'%1 4.+
+'&9%0&%+ %J6$4.3%& ,1 /40',(& &,0*& G%B3B@ !46F6$4..%8@ 6,))%.*40'%&@ &(33%&*',.&H
*$4* 466,)94.'%+ 6,884!,04*,0&L 18(%.* 34)% 984"B #$'& ,66(00%+ +(0'.3 *$0%%
&'*(4*',.& 8'F%8" *, +%60%4&% 6$488%.3%D
G=H :)*-+6 -+&-6(' '. 9(UU8%& A'*$ (-$$%+ %3%/%+'& G= 64&%H ,0 0"/13%@ .43%& G_
64&%&H
G;H K22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A '. 9(UU8%& A'*$ (-$$%+ %3%/%+'& G= 64&%H@ 0"/13%@ .43%& G=
64&%H ,0 ."4'-+% )0'-,-'A G= 64&%H
GMH ;"/13%'-"+ ,1 4 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ 0"/13%@ .43%& GM 64&%&H ,0 $'3$8'3$*%+
0"".$-+)'%$ )0'-"+ G=HB
:)*-+6 -+&-6('
E. 1'/% 64&%&@ 940*.%0& 049'+8" 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$% )%6$4.'&)& ,1 4 9(UU8% 4.+
&(&*4'.%+ 4. %11%6*'/% 34)% 984" *$4* 9%0)'**%+ *$%) *, F%%9 4+/4.6'.3 '. *$% 34)%B
#$'& ,66(00%+ '. 34)% &'*(4*',.& A$%. 4 9(UU8% '.68(+%+ $'++%. %8%)%.*& ,0 6,)98%J
=_[
0(8%&B 740*.%0& &%%)%+ *, F.,A A$4* *, +, 4.+ $,A *, +, '*B :,)% ,1 *$%&% 64&%&
'./,8/%+ 9(UU8%& 48&, &%%. '. 64&%& ,1 '.60%4&%+ 6$488%.3%B
:)*-+6 -+&-6(' $4.-+6 14VV3%& #-'( (-$$%+ %3%/%+'&> 740*.%0& '. ,.% 64&% ,1
'.60%4&%+ 6$488%.3% G>?_@_H &*0(338%+ *, &,8/% 4 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%& 4&&%)!8'.3 4
!0'+3% (&'.3 !8,6F& ,.8" 466%&&'!8% !" N()9'.3 ,.*, 4 &*,.%@ A$'6$ './,8/%&
'.*%0+%9%.+%.6% !%64(&% ,.8" ,.% 940*.%0 64. +, '*B 740*.%0& '. ,.% 64&% ,1 +%60%4&%+
6$488%.3% GY?_@_H A%0% 14&*%0 0%&,8/'.3 *$'& 9(UU8% !%64(&% *$%'0 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$%
34)% 4.+ 6,,0+'.4*',. $%89%+ *$%) *, 049'+8" 1'.+ *$% !8,6F&B O,0 '.&*4.6%@ '. *$%
1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.*@ Y; 0%6,3.'&%& *$4* Y= )'3$* !% *$% ,.% A$, 64. N()9 ,.*, *$%
&*,.%@ &$,A'.3 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 6$4046*%0&L 6,)98%)%.*40'*"B #$%. &$% 90,)9*&
Y;@ A$, 0%&9,.+& %11%6*'/%8" 4.+ ,.6% (9,. *$% &*,.%@ C('6F8" )4F%& '.&'3$* 4!,(*
*$% !8,6F& 4.+ (&%& *$%) %11%6*'/%8"D
B2: [trying to jump onto the stone and failed because this for
B to do] mhhÉ I think is for you
B1: ok [walks towards the stone]
B1: upsÉ ohÉ [jumping onto the stone]
B1: [building the bridge with the blocks] ups, I built us a
bridge
B1: great (walking towards the bridge)
B2: that's handy
:)*-+6 -+&-6(' $4.-+6 14VV3%& #-'( 0"/13%@ .43%&> E. 1,(0 64&%&@ 940*.%0& 0%&,8/%+@
'. 4 0%84*'/%8" 049'+ )4..%0@ 9(UU8%& A$%0% *$% F%" %8%)%.*& 40% /'&'!8%@ !(* *$% 0(8%&
*, 0%&,8/% *$% 9(UU8% 40% .,* 49940%.*B
#A, ,1 *$%&% 64&%& './,8/%+ 4 9(UU8% *$4* 940*.%0& '. ,.% 64&% ,1 '.60%4&%+
6$488%.3% GY?;@MH &*0(338%+ *, 0%&,8/%B #$% ,!N%6*'/% '& *, 8'!%04*% 4 +0,'+ !" 9(&$'.3
4 *(0.&*'8% *$4* 6,.*0,8& 4 /46(()@ A$'6$ *4F%& *$% +0,'+ ,(* ,1 4 643%B 740*.%0& '. *$%
+%60%4&%+ 6$488%.3% 64&%& C('6F8" 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$% (&43% ,1 *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ 18(%.*8"
=_X
%J%6(*%+ *$% 0%)4'.'.3 &*%9&B #$%. *$%" 6,.*'.(%+ A'*$ *$% 1,88,A'.3 9(UU8% ,0 %/%.
1(0*$%0B
E. ,.% 64&% G>?_@;H *$% 940*.%0& !0'%18" %.343%+ A'*$ +'&*046*%0& (.*'8 ,.% ,1 *$%)
1'3(0%+ ,(* $,A *, (&% *$% *(0.&*'8%@ 4.+ %J%6(*%+ ),&* ,1 *$% 0%)4'.'.3 &*%9& A$'8&*
*$% ,*$%0 940*.%0 1,88,A%+ $%0@ %J6$4.3'.3 ,.8" &,)% 0%C(%&*& 1,0 4+/'6% 4.+
6,))%.*40'%&B #$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* '88(&*04*%& *$4* 940*.%0& &%%)%+ *, 049'+8" 34'.
'.&'3$*B O'0&* >= 0%48'&%+ *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ *$% 94.%8@ *$%. >;
&%%)%+ *, bF.,AL A$4* *, +, j,9%04*% *$% 94.%8? 4.+ +'+ &, 90,)9*8"@ 0%C(%&*'.3 4.+
0%6%'/'.3 4+/'6% 10,) >=D
A1: [puts the vacuum upon the cage, unblocking the panel that
activates the vacuum]...
A2: all right...
A2: ... what do I press? (In reference to the button she needs
to press for controlling the droid that operates the panel)
A1: [standing] press 1
A2: [operates the panel, taking the droid off the cage]...
A2: [cheers]
A1: [standing]...
E. *$% ,*$%0 64&% GQ?_@MH@ 940*.%0& 1,6(&%+ ,. *$% )4.'9(84*',. ,1 *$% F%" %8%)%.*
,1 *$% 9(UU8%@ .4)%8" *$% *(0.&*'8%@ 6,))(.'64*'.3 A'*$ !46F6$4..%8 4.+ &$,0*
6,))%.*40'%&B #$'& &,0* ,1 )'.')48 6,))(.'64*',. &%%)%+ *, 466,)94." ),)%.*&
A$%. *$%" 34'.%+ '.&'3$*& ,1 *$% 9(UU8% *,3%*$%0B E. *$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.*& Q= 4.+
Q; &%%) *, 34'. '.&'3$* ,1 *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ *$% 94.%8@ 4.+
%J90%&& *$'& (.+%0&*4.+'.3 A'*$ &$,0* '.6,)98%*% &%.*%.6%&B
E1: [pushes the turnstile and puts the vacuum upon a cage,
unblocking the panel that controls the vacuum] hold onÉ oh
we need toÉ oh I see [keeps pushing and the panel is blocked
again]
E2: [standing] oh no noÉ yea yeah thatÕsÉ
É
E2: when this comes off is whenÉ (about the unblocked panel)
E1: Éover his thisÉ [pushes the turnstile towards the cage]
E2: [standing in front of the panel]
E1: [puts the vacuum upon the cage and unblocks the panel] is
moving over his like, cageÉ
E2: yeah, yeah... oh I see [operates the panel and the vacuum
takes the droid off the cage] yeah...
=Z<
E. ,*$%0 *A, 64&%&@ 940*.%0& C('6F8" 1'3(0%+ ,(* 4 9(UU8% .,* ,!&%0/%+ '. 64&%& ,1
'.60%4&%+ 6$488%.3%B #$%" $4+ *, ,9%. 4 &%0'%& ,1 +,,0& )4F'.3 &')98% &*%9& &(6$ 4&
,9%04*'.3 94.%8& ,0 9(88'.3 8%/%0&B #$% &,8(*',. '& *, 1'3(0% ,(* '& *$4* *$% +,,0& ,9%.
&%C(%.*'488"B E. ,.% 64&% GI?;@_H 940*.%0& 049'+8" 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$% 9(UU8% 4.+@ 48*$,(3$
*$%" &$,A%+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% +0,'+&@ *$%'0 )(*(48 &(33%&*',.& $%89%+
*$%) *, 9%01,0) 18(%.*8"B #$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* '88(&*04*%& $,A 940*.%0& 46*%+ 4& '1
*$%" F.%A A$4* *, +, G'B%B@ $4/'.3 )4+% '.&'3$*HB I= &%%)& *, F.,A &$% .%%+& *,
,9%04*% 4 94.%8@ !(* &$% 64.L* 4.+ )4F%& I; 4A40% ,1 '*@ 4.+ '. *(0.@ I; 0%46*&
90,)9*8"D
C1: [tries to operate the panel, she canÕt because she needs
the other droid] I am not making anything
C2: oh wait here with that one [switches to the droid that
opens the panel]
C1: him?
C2: yeah [operates panel]
E. *$% ,*$%0 64&% G5?;@_H@ 940*.%0& 48&, 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$% 9(UU8% 049'+8"@ 4.+ 18(%.*8"
)4.'9(84*%+ *$% %8%)%.*& '. *$% 9(UU8% A'*$ !40%8" 4." *48F@ %J6%9* 1,0 ,664&',.48
0%C(%&* 1,0 4+/'6%B #$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* '88(&*04*%& *$4* *$% 940*.%0&L '.&'3$* )'3$*
$4/% 0%18%6*%+ ,. *$%'0 18(%.* 34)% 984"@ (&(488" 466,)94.'%+ !" &$,0* %J6$4.3%& 4.+
!46F6$4..%8D
D2: how do you get through the door? (the blocked panel in door
3)
D1: press 2?
D2: ... no (tries to operate the panel and she can't)
D1: ...
D2: ... (switches to droid and operates panel)
D1: ... (goes into room 1)
D2: ... go (gets into room 1)
D2: ... (trying to pull the lever)
D1: do we have to ... (in reference to the lever)
D2: yeah ... (gives way to D1)
D1: ... (operates the lever)
K22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A
E. M 64&%&@ *$% 940*.%0& &$,A%+ 4. %11%6*'/% 34)% 984" *$4* 6,(8+ !%.%1'* 9%01,0)4.6%
'1 4998'%+ *, %8%)%.*& (&%1(8 *, &,8/% 4 9(UU8%@ !(* '* 64. 48&, +'&*(0! '* '1 4998'%+ *,
=Z=
'00%8%/4.* %8%)%.*& 4.+ 46*',.&B Q11%6*'/% 34)% 984" A4& ,!&%0/%+ '. *$0%% +'11%0%.*
&'*(4*',.& 1,0 %46$ 64&%@ '. 9(UU8%& *$4* '.68(+%+ 0,(*'.% 46*'/'*"@ $'++%. %8%)%.*& ,0
6,)98%J 0(8%&B 740*.%0& .,* .%6%&&40'8" $4+ *, F.,A A$4* *, +, *, 0%&,8/% *$% 9(UU8%
K22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A $4.-+6 14VV3%& #-'( (-$$%+ %3%/%+'&B E. ,.% 64&%@ 940*.%0& $4+
*, A48F *,3%*$%0 *, 1'.+ 4 94.%8 *$4* +0'%& 4 &A4)9B 740*.%0& '. 4 64&% ,1 '.60%4&%+
6$488%.3% GY?_@;H 6,(8+ .,* 1'3(0% ,(* *$% 94.%8 A4& $'++%.B E. *$% 64&% ,1 +%60%4&%+
6$488%.3% GY?M@_H@ 940*.%0& +'+ .,* 1'.+ *$% ,*$%0 94.%8 %'*$%0 &, *$%'0 9%01,0)4.6% A4&
.,* !%**%0B ],A%/%0@ *$%" &$,A%+ 4. %11%6*'/% %J%6(*',. ,1 90,6%+(048 &*%9& G%B3B@
4&&%)!8'.3 !8,6F&@ 304998'.3H *$4* A%0% '00%8%/4.* 1,0 &,8/'.3 *$% 9(UU8%B g$'8&* +,'.3
&,@ *$%" %J6$4.3%+ !0'%1 6,))%.*40'%& 4!,(* *$%'0 46*',.&B #$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.*
'88(&*04*%& *$% %11%6*'/% !(* (&%8%&& 34)% 984" ,1 *$% 940*.%0&B Y= $4& 049'+8"
4990,46$%+ 4 304998'.3 9,'.*@ A$'6$ '& 4 &,0* ,1 %8%)%.* *$4* )'3$* !% 9,*%.*'488"
(&%1(8 '. ,*$%0 9(UU8%&@ !(* .,* '. *$'& ,.%B K,0%,/%0 Y= 0%C(%&*& 1,0 *$% 940*'6'94*',.
,1 Y;@ A$, 0%&9,.+& 90,)9*8" 4.+ %11%6*'/%8"B E. 4." 64&%@ *$%'0 46*',.& +'+ .,* $%89
*$%) *, 1'.+ *$% $'++%. 94.%8D
B1: [standing on the grapple point] ehm.. oh, this is other
thing [an anchor that only B can manipulate with her
ability]
B2: [does the anchor]...
B1: [uses the anchor to grapple upon a rock, which is useless]
now
K22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A $4.-+6 14VV3%& #-'( 0"/13%@ .43%&B #$'& 64&% G5"4+ O@ *0'48
=@_H '& 4*"9'648 !%64(&% 940*.%0& *48F%+ )(6$ ),0% GM<BMM A9)K%)!%0> 4.+
;MBZZA9)K%)!%0 YH *$4. 940*.%0& '. *$% ,*$%0 64&%& ,1 +%60%4&%+ 6$488%.3% GK%+x
=`BZZ A9&HB 740*.%0& &*0(338%+ *, &,8/% 4 9(UU8% A$%0% *$%" $4+ *, (&% 4 604.% *, 94&&
4 +0,'+ 460,&& 4 349f *$% &4)% 4& *$%" 4.+ ,*$%0 984"%0& +'+ '. 64&%& ,1 '.60%4&%+
6$488%.3% GO?=@Zf 5?=@_HB #$%'0 9%01,0)4.6% A4& +')'.'&$%+ !%64(&% *$%" 6,(8+ .,*
1'3(0% ,(* *$% 0(8%& ,1 *$% 9(UU8%B E.&*%4+ ,1 )4F'.3 *$% 6,00%6* &*%9& *, &,8/% *$%
=Z;
9(UU8%@ *$%" +'&984"%+ 4. %11%6*'/% %J%6(*',. ,1 '.6,00%6* &*04*%3'%&@ %J6$4.3'.3
9046*'648 &(33%&*',. 4& A%88 4& %J90%&&',.& ,1 ,/%0* 6,.1(&',.@ 4& '. *$% 1,88,A'.3
&%3)%.*D
F1: what happens if I try [inaudible]
F2: I tried to push it towards the edge and didn't do anything
F1: oh yea...[walks around] I'm really confused
F2: me too, I don't actually understand
K22%0'-,% 6)/% 13)A $4.-+6 ."4'-+% )0'-,-'A> E. ,.% 64&% GQ?;@MH@ 940*.%0& $4+ *,
A48F 460,&& 4 6,00'+,0@ )4F'.3 &')98% 0,(*'.% &*%9& 8'F% &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+
4&&%)!8'.3 !8,6F&B #$%" 18(%.*8" %J%6(*%+ *$% .%6%&&40" &*%9& '. 4. 48),&* &'8%.*8"
)4..%0 4.+ !0'%18" %.343%+ A'*$ 4 +'&*046*%0@ A$'6$ A4& *$% ),)%.* A$%. *$%"
*48F%+ *, %46$ ,*$%0 ),0%B #$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* '88(&*04*%& *$% &,0* ,1 %11%6*'/% 34)%
984" +'&984"%+ !" 940*.%0&B E. *$'& 64&% 940*.%0& C('6F8" +'&0%340+ 4 +'&*046*%0D
E1: ... (trying to operate the panel in the distracter door)
E2: maybe we need to be ...
E1: I donÕt' think it is... is that a picture? ... and it says
only stormtroopers (in the distracter door)




E. 1,(0 64&%&@ 940*.%0& 9%01,0)%+ 18(%.*8" !%64(&% *$%" $4+ 480%4+" 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$%
F%" 4&9%6* ,1 4 9(UU8%@ 4.+ ,.8" $4+ *, 6,)98%*% *$% 0%)4'.'.3 90,6%+(048 &*%9&B #$'&
,66(00%+ '. *A, &'*(4*',.&@ A$%. 4 9(UU8% 0%C('0%+ 6,)98%J &*%9& ,0 $'3$8'3$*%+
6,,0+'.4*',.B 740*.%0& F.%A A$4* *, +, 4.+ $,A *, +, '*
;"/13%'-"+ "2 14VV3%& #-'( 0"/13%@ .43%&B #$%0% A%0% *$0%% 64&%& '. A$'6$
940*.%0& 6,)98%*%+ 9(UU8%& 41*%0 $4/'.3 1'3(0%+ ,(* 6,)98%J 0(8%&B
E. *A, 64&%& GI?;@Z 4.+ O?;@ZH@ 940*.%0& $4+ *, (&% *$% +0,'+& *, ,9%04*% 94.%8& *,
,9%. +,,0&B #$'& 9(UU8% $4& !%%. )%.*',.%+ !%1,0%@ '. ,*$%0 64&%& ,1 +%60%4&%+
=ZM
6$488%.3% A$%. 940*.%0& A%0% )4F'.3 '.&'3$*B Y(* '. *$%&% 64&%&@ 940*.%0& $4+ 480%4+"
1'3(0%+ ,(* *$4* *$%" .%%+ *, ,9%. *$% +,,0&@ 4.+ 18(%.*8" 0%&,8/%+ *$% 0%)4'.'.3
&')98% 90,6%+(048 &*%9& *, +, &,B O'.'&$'.3 *$'& 9(UU8% ')98'%& 4 F%" 34)% %/%.*@
A$'6$ '& *$% 1'.48'U4*',. ,1 )'&&',. =B
E. *$%&% 64&%& 940*.%0& 466,)94.'%+ 46*',.& A'*$ &$,0* 6,))%.*40'%& 4.+ &,)%
%J6$4.3% ,1 9046*'648 4+/'6% 4.+ %J984.4*',.&B O,0 '.&*4.6% *$% 1,88,A'.3 &%3)%.* '&
1,0) 64&% I?;Z@ I= 4.+ '88(&*04*%& *$% &,0* ,1 18(%.6" +'&984"%+ !" 940*.%0& 4& *$%"
6,)98%*%+ *$% 9(UU8% 18(%.*8"B I= 3,%& '.*, ,.% 0,,) 4.+ I; *0'%& *, 1,88,A $%0 !(*
&$% 64.L* 4.+ 0%C(%&*& 1,0 4+/'6% 10,) I;@ A$, 0%&9,.+& 90,)9*8"B
C1: [in the room with pool] oh, this water?
C2: [laughs, jumps off the water and operates the lever] oh,
cool
C1: how did you get up there?
C2: ah, press 3
E. ,*$%0 64&% GO?;@MH 940*.%0& $4+ *, (&% 4 604.% *, 94&& 4 +0,'+ 460,&& 4 349@ 4.+ *,
+, *$4* *$%" .%%+ *, %8')'.4*% &,)% %.%)'%& 4.+ 10%% 4 8%/%0B #$'& 9(UU8% 90,/,F%+
'.60%4&%+ 6$488%.3% '. *$%)&%8/%& 4.+ ,*$%0 940*.%0& G&%% 64&%& O?=@Zf 4.+ 5?=@_HB Y(*
'. *$'& 64&%@ 940*.%0& $4/% 1'3(0%+ ,(* $,A *, (&% *$% 604.% 4.+ 18(%.*8" %J%6(*%+ *$%
0%)4'.'.3 &*%9&@ 41*%0 A$'6$ *$%" %.*%0%+ 4.,*$%0 9(UU8% )4+% ,1 14'08" &')98% &*%9&
G%B3B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ 4&&%)!8'.3 !8,6F&HB #$%'0 '.*%046*',. '& 6,)9,&%+ !"
10%C(%.* 4.+ !0'%1 %J6$4.3%&@ '. A$'6$ *$%" N(&* 6,))%.*%+ *$%'0 46*',.& *, *$%
940*.%0@ 1,0 '.&*4.6%D
F1: [jumps into the crane and takes the droid across the gap]
does someone needs to be him (the droid)?, are you him?
F2: yeah I'm him, so it's ok [operates the pannel and door
opens]
;"/13%'-"+ "2 ) 14VV3% '()' %/1()&-&%& 0"".$-+)'-"+B E. ,.% 64&% G>?M@;H *$%
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A1: something is pulling me... (pushed by the screen)
A2: Is because of the screen,
A1: [laughs, tries to jump onto the box but falls]
A2: maybe if I come back a bit [walking back]
A1: we can try [now she can jump onto the box]
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Summary of factors associated with challenge change
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0%),*%?6,.*'.(,(& 6,884!,04*',. 64. !% 4& %11%6*'/% 4& 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.& '1
4+%C(4*% 6,))(.'64*',. 0%&,(06%& 40% 90,/'+%+ G%B3B@ /'+%, 6,))(.'64*',. 4.+
&$40%+ '.*%0146%&HB 2%/%0*$%8%&&@ (&%0& A'88 1,6(& ),0% ,. *$% *4&F 4.+ !,*$%0 8%&&
4!,(* *$% ,*$%0 +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.& !%64(&% ,1 *$% +')'.'&$%+ &%.&% ,1 &,6'48
90%&%.6%@ A$'6$ '. *(0. 411%6*& *$% C(48'*" ,1 6,884!,04*,0L& %J9%0'%.6%B
O%A &*(+'%& $4/% 4++0%&&%+ *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. &,6'48 90%&%.6%@ *%6$.,8,3'648
)%+'4*',. 4.+ *$% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 %),*',.& +(0'.3 6,884!,04*',.B K'6$'.,/ V
K'6$'.,/ G;<<[H 4&&%&&%+ *$% %11%6*& ,1 '.*0,+(6'.3 4 &%&&',. ,1 6,?8,64*%+ '.*%046*',.
=aX
'. *$% )'++8% 9,'.* ,1 4. %?8%40.'.3 90,304)B #$%" 1,(.+ *$4* *$% b&,6',?%),*',.48
'.*%046*',.L G'B%B@ %J90%&&',. ,1 *$% ,.%L& ,A. %),*',.&@ 4.+ 4&F'.3 4!,(* ,*$%0&L
%),*',.&H '.60%4&%+ 41*%0 *$% 6,?8,64*%+ &%&&',.B #$'& )4+% ., +'11%0%.6%& '. *$%
,/%0488 C(48'*" ,1 *$% 940*'6'94.*&L 411%6*'/% %J9%0'%.6%B ],A%/%0@ *$% 4(*$,0& 403(%+
*$4* 9%,98% %J90%&&%+ ),0% %),*',.& '. *$% &(!&%C(%.* IKI &%&&',.& '. ,0+%0 *,
&(&*4'. *$% &,6'48 90%&%.6% 60%4*%+ !" *$% 6,?8,64*%+ &%&&',.B
O(.6*',.& 0%84*%+ *, 4&9%6*& ,*$%0 *$4. &,6'48 90%&%.6% $4/% !%%. 1,(.+ 1,0 *$%
6,))(.'64*',. ,1 %),*',.& +(0'.3 0%),*% N,'.* 46*'/'*'%&B K48,.%"?W0'6$)40 V
70%%6% G;<<ZH 1,(.+ *$4* %),*',. 6,))(.'64*',. '& 4 &'3.'1'64.* 6,)9,.%.* ,1 *$%
&,6'4!'8'*" 4.+ %/,8(*',. ,1 4. ,.8'.% 6,))(.'*"B #$%" 1,(.+ *$4* '. *$% &$40%+
&946%& ,1 *$% 6,))(.'*" G%B3B@ *$% A%!&'*% 1,0()&H@ *$% 6,))(.'64*',. %J6$4.3%&
A'*$ &,6',%),*',.48 6,.*%.* G%B3B@ &$,A'.3 &,8'+40'*"@ +04)4*'U4*',. 4.+ 430%%)%.*H
6,.&*'*(*%+ M=u ,1 *$% *,*48 .()!%0 ,1 %J6$4.3%&@ '. 6,)940'&,. *, ``u ,1 *4&F
,0'%.*%+ %J6$4.3%& 4.+ ;BZu ,1 .%34*'/% %J6$4.3%&B K,0%,/%0@ *$%" 48&, 1,(.+ *$4*
*$% 6,))(.'*" )%)!%0& (&%+ *$% &,6'48 411,0+4.6%& ,1 *$% 6,))(.'*" A%!&'*% *,
&$,A %)94*$" A'*$ ,.% 4.,*$%0 G%B3B@ *$%" ,11%0%+ L/'0*(48L &.46F& 4.+ &$40%+
6,)),. %J9%0'%.6%& A'*$ %46$ ,*$%0HB
O(.6*',.& 8'F% *$%&% '.+'64*% *$% ')9,0*4.6% ,1 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 *$% %),*',.& ,1 4
940*.%0 +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.&B >8*$,(3$ *$% '&&(% $4& .,* !%%. +'0%6*8"
4&&%&&%+@ &,)% %/'+%.6% &(33%&*& *$4* *$% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 %),*',.& )'3$* !% ),0%
')9,0*4.* +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.& *$4. +(0'.3 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.&B :*,.% V
7,&%" G;<<[H 6,)940%+ *$% 9%01,0)4.6%& ,1 30,(9& )4F'.3 4 N(+3)%.*48 *4&F G'B%B@
&,8/'.3 4. ,9%.?%.+%+ 90,!8%)H 4.+ 4. '.*%88%6*'/% *4&F G'B%B@ &,8/'.3 4 )(0+%0
)"&*%0"H (.+%0 6,.+'*',.& ,1 *%J*?!4&%+ IKI 4.+ 6,?8,64*%+ '.*%046*',.B #$% 30,(9&
'. *$% IKI 6,.+'*',. &$,A%+ ),0% %J98'6'* 6,,0+'.4*',.@ $%89 4.+ '.C('0" *$4. *$%
6,?8,64*%+ 30,(9&@ %&9%6'488" '. *$% '.*%88%6*'/% *4&FB >),.3 ,*$%0 !%$4/',(0& &(6$ 4&
=[<
6840'1'64*',.@ 984..'.3 ,0 &(99,0*@ *$% %J90%&&',. ,1 ,.%L& ,A. %),*',.& 4.+ *$%
(.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 ,*$%0&L %),*',.& A%0% ')9,0*4.* )%+'4*,0& ,1 *$%&% 0%&(8*&B #$%
%J90%&&',. ,1 ,.%L& ,A. %),*',.& 90%+'6*%+ *$% 9%06%'/%+ 9%01,0)4.6% '. *$% IKI
6,.+'*',.@ !(* .,* '. *$% 6,?8,64*%+ 6,.+'*',.B :')'8408"@ 4&F'.3 *$% 1%%8'.3& ,1 *$%
940*.%0 90%+'6*%+ *$% 46*(48 9%01,0)4.6% '. *$% IKI 6,.+'*',.@ !(* .,* '. *$% 6,?
8,64*%+ 6,.+'*',.B #$'& '.+'64*%& *$4* !,*$ *$% %J90%&&',. ,1 ,.%L& ,A. %),*',.& 4.+
'.*%0%&* '. *$% %),*',.& ,1 ,*$%0& 40% 0%8%/4.* 1,0 *$% 90,6%&& 4.+ ,(*6,)%& ,1
6,884!,04*',.B #$% %J90%&&',. ,1 ,.%L& ,A. %),*',.& %.$4.6%& *$% '.+'/'+(48
&4*'&146*',. A'*$ *$% 46*'/'*" G9%06%'/%+ 9%01,0)4.6%H@ A$'8% *$% '.*%0%&* 1,0 *$%
%),*',.& ,1 ,*$%0& 3%.%04*%& 4. 46*(48 ')90,/%)%.* '. *$% 6,884!,04*',. ,(*6,)%
G46*(48 9%01,0)4.6%HB
E* '& ')9,0*4.* *, 0%6,3.'U% *$4* *$%&% './%&*'34*',.& A%0% .,*@ 4& *$% &*(+"
90%&%.*%+ '. *$'& 6$49*%0@ +'0%6*%+ *, &9%6'1'6488" 4&&%&& *$% %11%6*& ,1 411%6*'/%
4A40%.%&& &(99,0*B #$%0%1,0%@ '*& )%*$,+,8,3'%& +'+ .,* 4**%.+ *, ')9,0*4.* '&&(%& '.
*$% './%&*'34*',. ,1 %),*',.& 4* *$% '.*%09%0&,.48 8%/%8B O,0 %J4)98%@ .%'*$%0 K'6$'.,/
V K'6$'.,/ G;<<[H .,0 :*,.% V 7,&%" G;<<[H 6,.*0,88%+ *$% 411'.'*" !%*A%%.
940*'6'94.*&@ A$'6$ '& ')9,0*4.* &'.6% 14)'8'40'*" 64. &*0,.38" '.18(%.6% *$%
'.*%09%0&,.48 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 %),*',.&@ %&9%6'488" '. 6,884!,04*',. G&%% 1,0 %J4)98%@
e4&&@ ;<<aHB 2%/%0*$%8%&&@ *$% 0%&(8*& ,1 *$%&% './%&*'34*',.& 40% 6,.&'&*%.* A'*$ *$%
*$%,0%*'648 ')9,0*4.6% ,1 %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3 !%64(&% *$%" &(33%&* *$4* *$%
%J6$4.3% ,1 411%6*'/%8" 8,4+%+ '.1,0)4*',. '& '.&*0()%.*48 1,0 *$% 90,6%&& 4.+
,(*6,)%& ,1 6,884!,04*',.B #$'& '.&*0()%.*48'*" &%%)& *, !% &%.&'*'/% *, *$%
)%+'*4*',.48 %11%6*& ,1 6,))(.'64*',. *%6$.,8,3" +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.&B
K,0%,/%0@ %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3 &%%)& *, 984" 4 ),0% ')9,0*4.* 0,8% +(0'.3 0%),*%
6,884!,04*',.& *$4. +(0'.3 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.&B
=[=
LOJ *7E>K :
LOJON #I89I@8= <C 748 ?7E>K
#$% 0%/'%A%+ 8'*%04*(0% '.+'64*%& *$4* *$% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 4 940*.%0L& %),*',.&
984"& 4 F%" 0,8% '. *A, )%6$4.'&)&D *$% ),*'/4*',. *, 6,884!,04*% 4.+ *$% &,6'48
0%3(84*',. ,1 %),*',.&B #$'& '& &,8'+ !46F30,(.+ *, &9%6(84*% 4!,(* *$% 9,*%.*'48
!%.%1'*& ,1 $%89'.3 6,884!,04*,0& *, !% ),0% 4A40% 4!,(* *$% %),*',.& ,1 *$%'0 940*.%0&
G'B%B@ 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0*HB K,0%,/%0@ '1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* !0'.3&
!%.%1'*& 1,0 6,884!,04*',.@ *$%&% !%.%1'*& )'3$* !% ),0% ')9,0*4.* +(0'.3 0%),*%
6,884!,04*',.& *$4. +(0'.3 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.&B #$'& 6,(8+ !% %J9%6*%+ 4& 4.
%11%6* ,1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* 6,)9%.&4*'.3 *$% +'&4+/4.*43%& *$4* IKI
3%.%04*%& '. 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.B
],A%/%0@ ., 90%/',(& './%&*'34*',.& $4/% !%%. &9%6'1'6488" +'0%6*%+ *, %)9'0'6488"
4&&%&& *$% !%.%1'*& ,1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0*f %'*$%0 +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.&
,0 +(0'.3 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.&B #$'& &*(+" 6,.*0'!(*%& *, 1'88'.3 *$'& 349B #$%
%11%6*& ,1 0%6%'/'.3 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* 40% 4&&%&&%+ 4),.3 940*'6'94.*&
984"'.3 *$% 6,884!,04*'/% 6,)9(*%0 34)% S:g;@ 6,?8,64*%+8" ,0 0%),*%8" (&'.3
$%4+&%*& *, 6,))(.'64*%B >11%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* '& ,9%04*',.48'U%+ 4& *$%
90,/'&',. ,1 '.1,0)4*',. 4!,(* *$% %),*',.& ,1 4 940*.%0B #$%0% 40% 1,(0 40%4& ,1
4&&%&&)%.*D %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3@ 411%6*'/% %J9%0'%.6%@ 9%06%'/%+ '.*%046*',.
C(48'*"@ 4.+ 9%01,0)4.6%B
E. &9'*% ,1 *$% *$0%4*& *$4* IKI ')9,&%& 1,0 %),*',. 6,))(.'64*',.@ A$'6$ 48&,
0%90%&%.* 9,*%.*'48 *$0%4*& 1,0 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&&@ *$% 6,)940'&,. !%*A%%. 0%),*%
4.+ 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.& 90%&%.*%+ '. *$'& &*(+" '& 4 14'0 ,.%B
=[;
O'0&*@ *$% 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.& ')98%)%.*%+ '. *$'& &*(+" A'88 !% 6,.*'.(,(&B #$4*
'&@ 6,884!,04*,0& 984"'.3 S:g; 0%),*%8" A'88 '.*%046* '. 0%48 *')%@ 4& 6,884!,04*,0&
984"'.3 S:g; 6,?8,64*%+8" A'88 +,B #$'& '& ')9,0*4.* !%64(&% 4 .()!%0 ,1 8')'*4*',.&
1,0 &,6'48 '.*%046*',. +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',. 40% 4&&,6'4*%+ A'*$ +'&6,.*'.('*"B
O,0 %J4)98%@ 4&".6$0,." '& 4 )4N,0 ,!&*468% 1,0 18(%.* 403()%.*4*',. '. I:IS@ A$'6$
'& %J90%&&%+ '. 4&9%6*& 8'F% *$% 6,884!,04*,0&L *%.+%.6" *, '3.,0% *$% 6,.*0'!(*',.& ,1
,.% 4.,*$%0 GI40%88 V ]%00)4..@ ;<<XHB :%6,.+@ *$% (&% ,1 4. 4(+', 6$4..%8 *,
,9%04*',.48'U% 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',. 9%0)'*& *$% 6,.&%0/4*',. ,1 /%0!48 '.1,0)4*',.B
#$'& '& ')9,0*4.* !%64(&% *$%0% '& %/'+%.6% *$4* A$%. '.1%00'.3 1%%8'.3&@ 9%,98% 94"
&9%6'48 4**%.*',. *, /%0!48 6(%& G+'&6,(0&% 6,.*%.*H 4.+ .,./%0!48 /,648 6(%& G/,'6%
'.*,.4*',.H G]488 V :6$)'+@ ;<<aHB E. *(0.@ 9%,98% 0%46* ),0% '.*%.&%8" *, *$%
.%34*'/% %),*',.& ,1 ,*$%0& '. /,648 6,?8,64*%+ '.*%046*',. *$4. '. *%J*?!4&%+ IKI
+(0'.3 4. %),*',.488" %.343'.3 '.*%046*',.@ .4)%8" 6,.18'6* 0%&,8(*',. G:4&4F' V
T$!(6$'@ =XXXHB K,0%,/%0@ '* '& F.,A. *$4* 4& 8,.3 4& *$% 4(+', C(48'*" '& 0%8'4!8%@
6,884!,04*',. *$0,(3$ /'+%,?6,.1%0%.6% 90,+(6%& 8%40.'.3 ,(*6,)%& &')'840 *, 6,?
8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',. GQ0*8 %* 48B@ ;<<`HB
#$(&@ *$% %11%6*& ,1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* +(0'.3 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.& A'88
!% '.+%9%.+%.* ,1 )4N,0 8')'*4*',.& ,1 IKI '. *%0)& ,1 &,6'48 '.*%046*',.
G4&".6$0,."H 4.+ %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G8,&& ,1 /%0!48 '.1,0)4*',.HB #$'& A'88 9%0)'*
4 14'0 6,)940'&,. A'*$ 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.& 4.+ 4 &*04'3$*1,0A40+ '.*%090%*4*',.
,1 *$% %11%6*& ,1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0*B #$%0% 40% *$0%% 3%.%048 %J9%6*4*',.&D
1. >11%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* A'88 $4/% 4. ,/%0488 9,&'*'/% %11%6* '. 488 *$%
4&&%&&%+ 40%4&f 0%340+8%&& ,1 A$%*$%0 *$% 6,884!,04*,0& 984" S:g;
0%),*%8" ,0 6,?8,64*%+8"B #$'& '& %J9%6*%+ 4& *$% 0%&(8* ,1 411%6*'/%
4A40%.%&& &(99,0* $%89'.3 6,884!,04*,0& '. *A, A4"&B O'0&*@ 411%6*'/%
4A40%.%&& &(99,0* A'88 90,)9* *$% ),*'/4*',. *, 6,884!,04*%B
=[M
I,884!,04*,0& A'88 (&% *$% '.1,0)4*',. 4!,(* *$% %),*',.& ,1 *$% 940*.%0
*, '.*%090%* $%0 '.*%.*',.& 4.+ 46*',.&B #$'& A'88 146'8'*4*% *$% L&%.&%L ,1
&$40%+ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 *$4*@ '. *$%,0"@ +0'/%& *$% ),*'/4*',. *, 6,884!,04*%B
:%6,.+@ 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* A'88 146'8'*4*% *$% &,6'48 0%3(84*',.
,1 %),*',.&B I,884!,04*,0& A'88 (&% *$% '.1,0)4*',. 4!,(* *$% %),*',.&
,1 4 940*.%0 *, '+%.*'1" $%0 .%%+& 4.+ 6,.6%0.&@ '. ,0+%0 *, 3'/% $%0
4+%C(4*% &(99,0*B
2. I,884!,04*,0& 984"'.3 S:g; 0%),*%8" A'88 !% '.1%0',0 *, 6,884!,04*,0&
984"'.3 S:g; 6,?8,64*%+8" '. 488 4&&%&&%+ 40%4&f 0%340+8%&& ,1 0%6%'/'.3
411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* ,0 .,*B #$'& '& %J9%6*%+ !%64(&% 0%),*%
6,884!,04*,0& A'88 .,* $4/% 466%&& *, *$% 146'48 %J90%&&',.& 4.+ 3%&*(0%&
,1 *$% 940*.%0B #$'& A'88 +')'.'&$ *$% &%.&% ,1 &,6'48 90%&%.6% ,1 *$%
940*.%0@ $'.+%0'.3 *$%'0 6,))(.'64*',. 4.+ 6,,0+'.4*',.B
3. O,0 488 *$% 4&&%&&%+ 40%4&@ '* '& %J9%6*%+ *$4* 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0*
A'88 $4/% 4 ),0% 9,A%01(8 9,&'*'/% %11%6* 4),.3 6,884!,04*,0& 984"'.3
S:g; 0%),*%8" *$4. 4),.3 6,884!,04*,0& 984"'.3 S:g; 6,?8,64*%+8"B
#$'& '& %J9%6*%+ 4& 4 0%&(8* ,1 *$% 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* $%89'.3
6,884!,04*,0& *, 6,)9%.&4*% *$% +'&4+/4.*43%& ,1 0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.&B
O,88,A'.3 *$%&% 3%.%048 %J9%6*4*',.&@ 1'/% &9%6'1'6 $"9,*$%&%& 4!,(* *$% %11%6*& ,1




LOJOMON ;K6<748?@? NY !G<7@<B EB>89?75B>@BA
#$% 1'0&* $"9,*$%&'& '& 0%84*%+ *, A$%*$%0 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* 46*(488"
$%89& 6,884!,04*,0& 984"'.3 S:g; *, $4/% 4 !%**%0 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 4 940*.%0L&
%),*',.&B #$% *%&*'.3 ,1 *$'& $"9,*$%&'& A'88 !% $%891(8 *, 6$%6F A$%*$%0 *$%
,9%04*',.48'U4*',. ,1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* A4& &(66%&&1(8B K,0%,/%0@ '* A'88 !%
$%891(8 *, +%*%0)'.% A$%*$%0 90,/'+'.3 '.1,0)4*',. 4!,(* *$% %),*',.& ,1 *$% 940*.%0
'& 4 (&%1(8 A4" *, ')90,/% *$% '.*%09%0&,.48 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 %),*',.&@ A$'6$ '&
')9,0*4.* !%64(&% *$%0% 40% ., 4.*%6%+%.*& ,1 *$'& '&&(% '. *$% 6(00%.* I:IS 8'*%04*(0%B
#$'& $"9,*$%&'& )4F%& *$0%% 90%+'6*',.&D
‚ ]=D O'0&*@ &(99,0*'.3 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& A'88 ')90,/% %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3
,/%0488B :%6,.+@ ,/%0488@ %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3 A'88 !% 8,A%0 +(0'.3 0%),*%
6,884!,04*',.& *$4. +(0'.3 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.&B #$'0+@ 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&&
&(99,0* A'88 3%.%04*% 4 8403%0 ')90,/%)%.* '. %),*',. (.+%0&*4.+'.3 +(0'.3
0%),*% 6,884!,04*',.& *$4. +(0'.3 6,?8,64*%+ 6,884!,04*',.&B
LOJOMOM ;K6<748?@? MY .<?@7@I8 5CC8F7
#$% %11%6*& ,1 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* '. *$% 940*'6'94.*L& 9,&'*'/% 411%6* 40%
%J9%6*%+ *, A,0F 4& 1,88,A&B >),.3 6,884!,04*,0& A'*$ +'11%0%.* 8%/%8& ,1 9,&'*'/%
411%6*@ '* '& %J9%6*%+ *$4* *$% 6,884!,04*,0 A'*$ $'3$%0 8%/%8& ,1 9,&'*'/% 411%6* A'88 3'/%
&(99,0* 4.+ %.6,(043%)%.* *, *$% 940*.%0B I,.&%C(%.*8"@ *$% 8%/%8 ,1 9,&'*'/% 411%6* ,1
*$% 940*.%0 A'88 '.60%4&%B
>),.3 6,884!,04*,0& A'*$ &')'840 8%/%8& ,1 9,&'*'/% 411%6*@ *$% 0%48'U4*',. ,1 4
&$40%+ 9,&'*'/% 411%6*'/% %J9%0'%.6% A'88 0%'.1,06% 4.+h,0 '.60%4&% *$% 9,&'*'/% 411%6*B
O,0 940*.%0& A$,&% 9,&'*'/% 411%6* *%.+& *, !% $'3$@ *$'& *%.+%.6" A'88 !% 0%'.1,06%+B
=[Z
O,0 940*.%0& A$,&% 9,&'*'/% 411%6* *%.+& *, !% 8,A@ *$'& *%.+%.6" A'88 !% 0%/%0*%+ A'*$@
1,0 %J4)98%@ ),0% )(*(48 &(99,0*B #$0%% 90%+'6*',.& 40% )4+%D
‚ ];D O'0&*@ 411%6*'/% 4A40%.%&& &(99,0* A'88 '.60%4&% *$% 9,&'*'/% 411%6* ,/%0488B
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A: (falling in the gap as the screen pushes her)
B: (jumping onto a column) you need to jump up
A: you need to come back (because B is pushing the shared screen)
B: yea (walking back)
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A: can you jump in the other side? (standing still)
B: probably not without you, but let's have a look (as she jumps onto the stone)
A: I think those are the things to build the bridge (in reference to the glowing blocks)
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A: start shooting (telling to B, as she can't shoot)
B: ... (shoots)
A: ... (breaking things around)
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B2: [walking towards the droid] ehm.. that's not making any difference
B1: [pushes] no.. (inaudible)
B1: [stops pushing, shoots around]...
B2: [pushes turnstile]
B2: [uses the force on the droid]... mhhh
M=<
B1: [pushes turnstile]...
#$%" *48F%+ ),0% A$%. *$%" 1'3(0%+ ,(* $,A *, &,8/% *$% 9(UU8%@ 3'/'.3 &(33%&*',.& *$4* 466,)94.'%+ *$%'0 9046*'648 '.*%046*',.&D
B1: uh? [as B2 pushes the turnstile, the magnet turns a green light when above a cage] oh yeah.. that moved
B2: ok, right [goes to push, but misses the turnstile]
B1: this way [goes to push]... maybe [colocates the magnet upon the droid's cage] yeah..
B2: eh.. now what?
É
B1: [goes to push] maybe i should push more [pushes, and then the panel gets blocked again]
B2: [notices the panel blocks] uh, right, push again.. it needs, is, this..
B1: which way?
B2: [stands in fron the panel] back that way, a litle bit
B1: [pushes]...
B2: [panel is liberated] that's right, stop... oh it's r2d2, right
B2:[switches to droid] all right.. r2d2 [operates the panel and c3po is liberated]
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B1: [walking around] there must be somewhere, somewhere else..
B2: [follows R] yeah... that is fine [a glowing column] can you move it?
B1: [tries to move the column] maybeÉ mhÉ
g$%. *$%'0 *48F A4& ),0% 4!(.+4.*@ '* A4& 6,)9,&%+ !" %J984.4*',.& *$4* +%.,*%+ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% )%6$4.'6& ,1 *$% 34)%
B1: so this (a panel) can definitively be only activated by him (the droid)
B2: [goes and gets the droid]
B1: [standstill] yeah... but he can't jump (there is a step that impedes the droid to reach the panel)
B2: [standing in the step] try and move him a bit
B1: [goes to move the droid] okÉ
B2: [as the droid does nothing] noÉ is not the right way
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9,*%.*'48 +'&*046*%0& G%B3B@ (&%8%&& 8%/%0& 4.+ A'.+,A&HB I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =D #$%" &9%.+ *$% *0'48 A'*$,(* 0%48'U'.3 *$%" $4+ *, 60,&& *$% +,,0B E.&*%4+@ *$%" %.343% A'*$ +'&*046*%0& G%B3B@ (&%8%&& 8%/%0&@ +,,0& *$%" 64..,* ,9%. 4.+H
4.+ A%.* !46F *, 90%/',(& 940*& ,1 *$% 34)% *$%" $4/% 480%4+" &,8/%+B :,)%*')%& *$%" 6,.&(8*%+ *$% $'.*& 90,/'+%+ !(* '.*%090%*%+ *$%) A0,.38" G'B%B@ *$%" 0%4+
$'.*& 1,0 4 +'11%0%.* 9(UU8%H@ A$'6$ 48&, 6,.*0'!(*%+ *, *$%'0 846F ,1 &(66%&& '. *$% 9(UU8%B
Y%64(&% *$%" &9%.* 488 *$% *0'48 *0"'.3 *, &,8/% *$'& 9(UU8%@ *$%" +'+ .,* )4F% 4." )%4.'.31(8 &*%9@ 8%4+'.3 *, 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0%& ,1 U%0, 1,0 !,*$ 940*.%0&B
I,.*%J*
9%06%9*',.
54*4 4!,(* 6,.*%J* 9%06%9*',. A4& 8,&* 1,0 *$'& &%&&',.B
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
I= *48F%+ 8%&& G=[ A9)H *$4. I; GMZB`` A9&HB
#48F A4& 6,)9,&%+ !" 10%C(%.* &$,0* %J6$4.3%&B K,&* ,1 *$% *')%@ I; )4+% 6,))%.*40'%& ,0 &(33%&*',.& *$4* 466,)94.'%+ *$% )4.'9(84*',.& ,1 '00%8%/4.*
6,)9,.%.*&B I= 48&, )4+% &(33%&*',.& 4.+ 6,))%.*40'%&@ !(* A'*$ 8%&& 10%C(%.6"B #$'& &,0* ,1 '.*%046*',. A4& ,!&%0/%+ 1,0 %J4)98%@ A$%. *$%" A%.* !46F *,
9(UU8%& *$%" $4+ 480%4+" &,8/%+B
C2: [walking back to the the previous puzzle, which is a corridor or with levers]
do we need to stand and see?
C1: ... mmhh [approaching a lever and pulling it]
C2: ... [standstill, then pulls down the other 2 lever)
É
C2: have we pulled down all the levers?
C1: mhh
C2: is not working... [trying to pull down a lever that is already down]
C1: [walking around]...
M=_
T664&',.488"@ *$%" %J98'6'*8" %J90%&&%+ )'&(.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',.@ A$'6$ '. *(0. A4& 90,/,F%+ !" 4 )'&'.*%090%*4*',. ,1 *$% $'.*& G*$%" A%0% 0%4+'.3 $'.*&
*$4* 4998'%+ 1,0 4 +'11%0%.* 9(UU8%H
C1: [reading hints that apply for a different puzzle] boxes with yellow stripes
C1: [walking around] I do not understand...
C2: [walks forward, towards the door]
C2: [in a distracter window] can we get back there or something? [to the previous puzles]
C1: [walking back]...
C2: I thought it meant to be boxes.
C1: isÉ (inaudible) pull down levers?
M=Z
E.60%4&%+ *0'48 5?=@M
QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% :%&&',. = GI?I?E?EH@ *0'48 M
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
#$% 6$488%.3% '.60%4&% 4& 4 +"4+ A4& &)488 GZHB Y,*$ 940*.%0& '.60%4&%+ ),+%04*%8"B
5=L& 6$488%.3% '.60%4&%+ 10,) 8'**8% G;H *, ),+%04*% GZHB
5;L& 6$488%.3% '.60%4&%+ 10,) 8'**8% G=H *, ),+%04*% G`HB
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& !%64)% ),0% &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() G_H *, 8,A G;H
>66(046" Y,*$ )%)!%0& A%0% 466(04*% 4* %&*')4*'.3 *$% 6$488%.3% ,1 ,.% 4.,*$%0B #$%'0 466(046" A4& 68,&%8" 0%84*%+ *, *$%'0 &')'840'*"B
#$% '.466(046" ,1 5= 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G;H
#$% '.466(046" ,1 5; 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G;H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48D :,8/%+ *$0%% 9(UU8%& *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ 60,&&'.3 +,,0&@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ 9(88'.3 8%/%0&H 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+ .,* 6,)98%*%@
4 1,(0*$ 9(UU8% *$4* 48&, 0%C('0%+ ,.% &')98% &*%9B I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" &,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8%B
7(UU8% =B #$%" 40% &,8/'.3 4 9(UU8% *$%" &*40*%+ '. *$% 90%/',(& *0'48B #$%" 1'.+ *$% +0,'+& 1,0 *$% 1'0&* *')%B 2,A *$%" .%%+ *, 6,.*0,8 *$%) *, ,9%04*%
94.%8& 4.+ ,9%. +,,0&B #$%&% 40% &')98% &*%9&B >8&,@ 4& 940* ,1 *$'& 9(UU8% ')98'%& *$4* ,.% ,1 *$% 6$4046*%0& *$%" $4/% !%%. 6,.*0,88'.3 8%4/%& *$% &6%.%
A'*$,(* 49940%.* 0%4&,.B I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*@ 4.+ ., '.&'3$* '& .%6%&&40"B Y(* *$%0% 40% *A, F%" 34)% %/%.*&B O'0&*@ *$%" 1'.+ *$% b+0,'+&L 1,0 *$%
1'0&* *')%B :%6,.+@ ,.% 6$4046*%0 8%4/%& *$% &6%.% 1,0 ., 49940%.* 0%4&,.B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B 784"%0& $4+ 90,!8%)& 1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% +0,'+&B :, '* *,,F *$%) ),&* ,1 *$% *0'48 *, 1'3(0% ,(* $,A *, (&% *$%) *, ,9%04*% *$% 94.%8& 4.+ ,9%. *$%
+,,0&B >8&,@ A$%. *$% 6$4046*%0 8%1* *$% &6%.%@ *$%" *0'%+ *, 8,,F 1,0 '* G'B%B@ *$%" A%.* !46FH 4.+ A%0% 6,.1(&%+ 4!,(* A$'6$ 6$4046*%0 A%0% $%" 6,.*0,88'.3
G%B3B@ *$%'0 ,0'3'.48 6$4046*%0 ,0 4 +0,'+HB #$%" ,9%.%+ *$% +,,0& 4.+ &,8/%+ *$% 9(UU8% *,A40+& *$% %.+ ,1 *$% *0'48B
#$% 9(UU8% 0%C('0%+ ,.8" *A, &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ ,9%.'.3 *$% +,,0&H 4.+ %46$ )%)!%0 +'+ ,.%@ &, *$%'0 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0% A4& %C(488" 8,A G9&9)x BMMH
I,.*%J*
49904'&48
5= 0%9,0*%+ 8,A (.6%0*4'.*" G=H 4.+ )'8+ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G_HB :$% 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" )'8+8" GZH@ 4& A%88 4& $%0 90,!8%)& *, 6,.*0,8 $%0 6$4046*%0B :$% +'+ .,*
*$'.F *$% 6,)9(*%0 A4& 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% &'*(4*',. G<H
5; )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* GaHB :$% 1%8* $'3$8" (.6%0*4'. GaH $%0 (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% A4& 8'**8% G=H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" 8,A8" GMHB :$% $4+ 8'**8%
90,!8%)& 1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G_H@ 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ 8'**8% 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. G;H
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
5= *48F%+ ),0% G_;BMM A9)H *$4. 5; G=aBMM A9)H
>8*$,(3$ 5= &%%)%+ *, 6,.*0'!(*% ),0%@ 5; 48&, )4+% &(33%&*',.& 4.+ 4.&A%0%+ C(%&*',.&B #$%'0 *48F A4& )4'.8" 6,)9,&%+ !" 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.&@
%&9%6'488" A$'8&* 1'3(0'.3 ,(* $,A *, 6,.*0,8 *$% +0,'+&D
D2: all right, you just press 1, so now I am in control of him (as a droid)
D1: no, I am him in this...
#$%" 48&, )4+% 6,))%.*40'%& *, %J98'6'*8" QJ90%&& *$%'0 846F ,1 (.+%0&*4.+'3. 4!,(* *$% &'*(4*',.@ ,0 *, %J984'. '*B ],A%/%0@ *$%&% %J90%&&',.& 4.+
%J984.4*',. A%0% .,* %84!,04*%+ 1(0*$%0D
D2: maybe is like .. on the way you got him (walking around, smashing electric wall)
É
D1: I don't know what would ... (walking back the corridor)
D2: ... (walking towards the door)
É
D1: now, you can open the door
D2: no, I think it's him because it got his face (inreference to r2d2, so she goes and get it)
M=`
E.60%4&%+ *0'48 5?=@_
QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% &%&&',. = GI?I?E?EH@ *0'48 _
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
#$% 6$488%.3% '.60%4&% 4& 4 +"4+ A4& )%+'() G_HB Y,*$ 940*.%0& $4+ 4 8'**8% '.60%4&%B
5=L& 6$488%.3% '.60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() GZH *, $'3$ GaH
5;L& 6$488%.3% '.60%4&%+ !(* 0%)4'.%+ $'3$ 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G`H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G[H
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
>66(046" 740*.%0& A%0% %C(488" 466(04*% 4* %&*')4*'.3 *$% 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*" ,1 ,.% 4.,*$%0B #$%'0 466(046" A4& 68,&%8" 0%84*%+ *, *$%'0 &')'840'*"
5=L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G;H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
5;L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48B #$%" &,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9&B #$%" 1,(.+ *$% +0,'+&@ 4.+ .%%+%+ *, (&% *$%) *, ,9%04*% 94.%8& 4.+ ,9%. +,,0&B
>8*$,(3$ *$'& 9(UU8% 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9&@ '* 48&, ')98'%+ *A, F%" 34)% %/%.*&B O'0&* ,.% 6$4046*%0 8%1* 1,0 ., 49940%.* 0%4&,.B :%6,.+@ *$%" 1,(.+ *$%
+0,'+& 1,0 *$% 1'0&* *')%@ A$'6$ 64(&%+ 6,.1(&',. ,. 984"%0&B I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" &*40*%+ 4.+ +'+ .,* &,8/% ,.% 9(UU8%B
7(UU8% =B #$%" $4/% *, (&% 4 604.% *, 94&& ,.% +0,'+ 460,&& 4 349B #, +, &,@ *$%" .%%+ *, )4F% &,)% &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ ,9%. +,,0&H 4.+ /40',(&
'.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9& G%B3B@ 5= $4& *, 6,.*0,8 *$% +0,'+B 5; (&%& *$% 604.% *, 94&& > &'+% ,1 *$% 349B #$%. 5= 64. (&% *$% +0,'+ *, ,9%. *$% +,,0HB #$%0% 40%
/40',(& &*%9& *$4* .%%+ *, !% 6,)!'.%+B I,884!,04*',. '& )4.+4*,0"B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B 740*.%0& (&% *$% 34)% $'.*& *, 1'3(0% ,(* *$%" .%%+ *, 94&& *$% +0,'+ *, *$% ,*$%0 &'+%B Y(* *$% $'.*& +, .,* &4" $,AB #$%" +'+ 6,,0+'.4*%+ *, *0"
&%/%048 &*04*%3'%& G%B3B@ (&% *$% 604.% *, )4.'9(84*% '00%8%/4.* ,!N%6*&@ (&'.3 4. %8%/4*,0 *$4* &%%)& (&%1(8 !(* '& .,*@ 90%6'9'*4*'.3 *$% +0,'+ '. *$% 349 4.+
*0"'.3 *, 64*6$ '* A'*$ *$% 604.%H@ !(* *$%" 6,(8+ .,* 1'3(0% ,(* $,A *, (&% *$% 604.% 90,9%08" G%B3B@ *, %8')'.4*% %.%)'%& 4.+ 94&& *$% +0,'+ *, *$% ,*$%0
&'+%HB
#$%" +'+ .,* )4F% 4." ,1 *$% .%6%&&40" &*%9& *, &,8/% 9(UU8% =B :, *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0% ,1 !,*$ 940*.%0& A4& U%0,B
I,.*%J*
49904'&48
5= )4+% 8'**8% %11,0* G;H@ 1%8* $'3$ (.6%0*4'.*" GaH 4.+ 8'**8% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G=H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& 8'**8% G=HB :$% $4+ ., 90,!8%)& 1,0
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G<H 4.+ +'+ .,* *$'.F *$% 6,)9(*%0 A4& 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% &'*(4*',.B
5; )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* GaH@ 1%8* $'3$ (.6%0*4'. GaH 4.+ 8'**8% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G=H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" 4& 8'**8% G=HB :$% $4+ )%+'() 90,!8%)& 1,0
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 GMH 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4& $4/'.3 )(6$ 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. GaHB
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
5= *48F%+ 4 8'**8% ),0% G=a A9)H *$4. 5; G=<BMM A9)HB
K,&*8"@ *$%'0 *48F 466,)94.'%+ *$%'0 4**%)9*& *, &,8/% *$% 604.% 9(UU8% A'*$ &*04*%3'%& ,*$%0 *$4. *$% 0'3$* ,.% G%B3B@ (&'.3 +'&*046*%0& ,0 *0"'.3 *$% A,0.3
(&43% ,1 %8%)%.*& 8'F% *$% 604.*%HB E. *$%&% ),)%.*&@ *$%'0 *48F A4& 6,)9,&%+ !" 4. %J6$4.3% ,1 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.& 4.+ &,)% 6,))%.*40'%& 4!,(* *$%'0
(.+%0&*4.+'.3 G,0 846F ,1HD
5;D BBB GN()9& '.*, *$% 604.%H
5=D E *$,(3$ E 64. !%BBB A$4*k& *$'& *$'.3m GA48'.3 ,.*, *$% %8%/4*,0H
5;D E 64. 3, 8%1* 4.+ 0'3$* G),/'.3 *$% 604.%H
5=D !(* ",( 64.k* 3, 1,0A40+& 4.+ !46FA40+& G&*4.+'.3 '. *$% %8%/4*,0H
5;D *$4*k& BBB E .%%+ *, F.,A
M=a
E.60%4&%+ *0'48 Q?=@;
QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% &%&&',. = GI?I?I?IH@ *0'48 ;
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
5"4+ 6$488%.3% '.60%4&%+ $'3$8" GaHB Y,*$ 940*.%0& '.60%4&%+
Q=L& 6$488%.3% '.60%4&%+ 10,) 8'**8% G=H *, $'3$ G`H
Q;L& 6$488%.3% '. 60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() G_H *, $'3$ G`H
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& !%64)% ),0% &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() GMH *, 8'**8% G<H
>66(046" 740*.%0& A%0% %C(488" 466(04*% 4* %&*')4*'.3 *$% 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*" ,1 ,.% 4.,*$%0B #$%'0 466(046" A4& 68,&%8" 0%84*%+ *, *$%'0 &')'840'*"
Q=L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G<H
Q;L& '.466(046" +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() G_H *, 8'**8% G=HB
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48D #$%" &,8/%+ *A, 9(UU8%& 6,)9,&%+ !" &')98% G%B3B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ 304998'.3H 4.+ 0%A40+4!8% G%B3B@ 9(88'.3 *A, 8%/%0&@ !('8+'.3 4 94'0 ,1
!0'+3% %.3'.%&HB #$%" 0%C('0%+ 10%C(%.* (&43% ,1 *$% $'.*& 90,/'+%+@ !(* &,8/%+ *$% &')98% &*%9& 4.+ 6,884!,04*%+ '. *$% 0%A40+4!8% &*%9&B I,884!,04*',.
A4& 0%A40+%+@ !(* .,* )4.+4*,0"B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" &,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8% 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+ .,* 1'.'&$@ 4 &%6,.+ ,.%B
7(UU8% =B #$%" $4/% *, ,9%. 4 +,,0@ A$'6$ ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ 9(&$'.3 *A, !,J%&HB I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% ;B #$%" 1'.+ *$% +0,'+& 1,0 *$% 1'0&* *')%@ 4.+ .%%+ *, (&% *$%) *, ,9%. +,,0& 4.+ 60,&& 4 6,00'+,0B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9&B 6,884!,04*',. '&
0%+(.+4.*B ],A%/%0@ *$% 9(UU8% ')98'%& *A, F%" 34)% %/%.*&B #$%" 1'.+ *$% +0,'+& 4.+ .%%+ *, (&% *$%) 1,0 *$% 1'0&* *')%B >8&,@ ,.% ,1 *$% 6$4046*%0&
8%4/%& *$% &6%.% 1,0 ., 49940%.* 0%4&,.B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B #$%" 1'0&* *0'%+ *, +'/'+% *$% &')98% &*%9& 0%C('0%+ *, ,9%. *$% +,,0 G'B%B@ 9(&$'.3 ,.% !,J %46$HB ],A%/%0@ Q; $4+ 90,!8%)& *, 1'3(0% ,(* A$%0%
*, 9(* *$% !,JB >1*%0 &,)% *')%@ Q= 9(&$%+ *$% *A, !,J%&B
7(UU8% ;B 740*.%0& &*40*%+ *$% 9(UU8% !" 18(%.*8" )4F'.3 &')98% &*%9& &(6$ 4& &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&B ],A%/%0@ *$%" &$,A%+ +'11'6(8*'%& 1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 *$%
+0,'+&B T1*%.@ *$%" +%.,*%+ 6,.1(&',. 4!,(* $,A *, &A'*6$ !%*A%%. !%6,)'.3 4 +0,'+ 4.+ 0%*(0.'.3 *, *$%'0 ,0'3'.48 6$4046*%0&B #$%" './%&*%+ 4.
')9,0*4.* 9,0*',. ,1 *$% *0'48 3%**'.3 *, (.+%0&*4.+ $,A *, (&% *$% +0,'+ '. ,0+%0 *, ,9%. *$% +,,0&@ A$'6$ '& '. '* &%81 4 &')98% &*%9B K,0%,/%0@ 940* ,1 *$%
34)% &'*(4*',. A4& *$4* ,. ,1 *$% 6$4046*%0& A'*$ A$'6$ *$%" &*40*%+ *$% 34)% 8%1* 1,0 ., 49940%.* 0%4&,.B #$'& F%" 34)% %/%.* 48&, 64(&%+
+'&,034.'U4*',.B
740*.%0& +'+ &,)% &')98% &*%9&B Y(* *$%'0 +'11'6(8*'%& 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% +0,'+& '. 9(UU8% ; 8,A%0%+ *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0% !,*$ 1,0 Q= G9&9)x=B`aH 4.+ Q; G=HB
I,.*%J*
49904'&48
Q= )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G`H@ 1%8* $'3$8" (.6%0*4'. G`H@ $4+ )%+'() (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. G_H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& )%+'() G_HB
:$% $4+ )%+'() 90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G_H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ ., 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. 4* 488 G<HB
Q; )4+% )%+'() %11,0* G_H@ 1%8* )%+'() (.6%0*4'.*" G_H@ $4+ 8'**8% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% G;H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& )%+'() GMHB
:$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 GMH 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ )%+'() 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. GMHB
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
#48F 10%C(%.6" A4& &')'8408" 4!(.+4.* 1,0 Q= GA9)x;aBMMH 4.+ Q; GA9)x;<B``HB
5(0'.3 9(UU8% =@ *$%'0 *48F A4& )4'.8" 6,)9,&%+ ,1 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.&@ 4 8'**8% ),0% 10,) Q=@ 48*$,(3$ Q; 48&, +'+ &(33%&*',.&D
E1: [pushing one box) push them [the boxes]
E2: oh, [goes for the other box]
E1: [has put the box in the adequate place]
E2: [showing problems pushing the box] should you push too?
E1: [walks towards B, but notices A is now pushing the box herself] I'll just leave youÉ
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5(0'.3 9(UU8% ;@ *$%'0 *48F A4& +'0%6*%+ *, 0%&,8/% *$%'0 6,.1(&',. 4!,(* $,A *, (&% *$% +0,'+&@ A$'6$ ),&*8" '.68(+%+ %J6$4.3% ,1 9046*'648 4+/'6%D
E2: [noticing they have found the droids]oh we got them!
E1: [walking against the electric door] but I am not allowed to do anything
E2: [approaching one droid but still not gaining control of it] press that one "
E1: [walks towards the panel that opens the door].. I can't get it and turn to the droid... how you?... oh,
you need to make them open the door
E2: [walks against the electric wall _"
#$%" +'+ .,* )4F% 6,))%.*40'%& 4!,(* *$% )%6$4.'&)& ,1 *$% 34)%@ 4.+ )4+% &,)% C(%&*',.&@ +%.,*'.3 )'&&(.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% %/%.*&D
E1: wait, where has my character gone?
E2: now I am this one [she has gained control of r2d2)
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E2: [her character not responding] c'mon
E1: maybe we have to do it at the same time. 1, 2, 3 [pulls the lever down]
E1: now go.
E2: [pressing buttons] no... 2?
E1: 2
E2: [moaning] oh...
5(0'.3 *$%'0 '.'*'48 )4.'9(84*',.& '. 9(UU8% ;@ *$%" '.*%046*%+ &'8%.*8" &,)%*')%&@ !(* 48&, %J90%&&%+ &,)% 9046*'648 90,9,&'*',.& 4.+ 4+/'6%
E2: pushing the turnstile
E1: [pushing the turnstile to the other way] maybe we are going the wrong way
E2: [walks around] mumbles
E1: [approaches the droid, and it starts glowing] it glows
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F1:[switches to droid and flies] oh, oh, oh... he can like, fly!
F2: [laughs]
F1: [flies on the gap and falls] I think you can pick me up like that! if I fly into the middle
F2: that's right, let me get back [jumps into the crane]
#$%0% A%0% 48&, /40',(& %J90%&&',.& ,1 )'&(.+%0&*4.+'.3B O,0 %J4)98%D
F1: [stands next to the crane]
F2: [walks around] no idea what to do...
F1: I just can't do anything!
F2: I do not know... not very easy
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6$4.3%
I$488%.3% +%60%4&% 4& 4 +"4+ A4& )%+'() G?_HB Y,*$ 940*.%0& +%60%4&%+ 4 8'**8%B
>= +%60%4&%+ !(* 0%)4'.%+ $'3$ 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G[H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 GaHB
>; +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() GZH *, 8'**8% G;HB
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>66(046" >; A4& ),0% 466(04*% *$4. >=B #$% 466(046" ,1 >= A4& 68,&%8" 0%84*%+ *, *$% &')'840'*"@ A$%0%4& *$% 466(046" ,1 >; A4& /%0" +'&&,6'4*%+ ,1 *$%
&')'840'*"B
#$% '.466(046" ,1 >= '.60%4&%+ 10,) 8'**8% G;H *, )%+'() G_HB
#$% '.466(046" ,1 >; 0%)4'.%+ 8,A 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=HB
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48D #$%" 146%+ ,.% 9(UU8% 4.+ +'+ .,* 6,)98%*% '*B #$%" $4+ *, 60,&& 4 349@ A$'6$ ')98'%+ &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ N()9 ,.*, 4 !,J@ N()9 460,&& 4
349HB I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" &,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8% 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+ .,* 6,)98%*%@ 4 &%6,.+ ,.%B
7(UU8% =B #$%" 6,.*'.(% A'*$ *$% &4)% 9(UU8% 4& '. *$% 90%/',(& *0'48@ 4.+ 1'.488" 60,&& *$% 349B
7(UU8% ;B #$%'0 ,!N%6*'/% '& *, 0%46$ *$% *,9 ,1 4 /%$'68%B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ N()9'.3 10,) ,.% 984*1,0) *, 4.,*$%0H 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9&
G%B3B@ ,.% 984"%0 $4& *, %)98," $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*" *, ,9%. 4 984*1,0)@ &, *$% ,*$%0 ,.% 64. N()9 ,.*, '*HB I,884!,04*',. A4& )4.+4*,0"B
W%" 34)% %/%.*&D 2,.%
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B 740*.%0& &9%.+ 4 3,,+ 9,0*',. ,1 *$% *0'48 &,8/'.3 *$'& 9(UU8%B #$%" &$,A 6,,0+'.4*',. 90,!8%)& A$'8&* *0"'.3 *$% 60,&& *$% 349B >; 60,&&%&@
8%4/'.3 >= A'*$,(* &946% *, 0(. 4.+ N()9 ,.*, 4 !,J G4 6,.&%C(%.6% ,1 *$% &$40%+ &60%%.H@ A$'6$ '& .%6%&&40" *, 60,&& *$% 349B #$%" 0%48'U% *$% 90,!8%)@
4.+ >; 0%*(0.& *, 3'/% &946% *, >B
7(UU8% ;B 740*.%0& &*40* *$% 1'0&* 940* ,1 *$% /%$'68% 9(UU8%@ 4.+ %11%6*'/%8" &,8/% &*%9& *$4* +%)4.+ 8'**8% &F'88 !(* 0%C('0% '.*%0+%9%.+%.6% G%B3B@ ,9%.'.3 4
984*1,0) 1,0 *$% 940*.%0 *, N()9HB
#$% 6,,0+'.4*',. 90,!8%)& '. 9(UU8% =411%6*& *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0%& ,1 !,*$ 940*.%0&B #$%" +, !%**%0 '. *$% /%$'68% 9(UU8%@ !(* *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0%& 40%
&*'88 8,A !,*$ 1,0 >= G&&9)x B``H 4.+ >; G&&9)x=HB
I,.*%J*
9%06%9*',.
>= )4+% )%+'() %11,0* GZH@ 4.+ 48&, 1%8* )%+'() (.6%0*4'.*" GZH 4.+ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 GZH@ 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& )%+'() GZHB :$% $4+ 4
8,* ,1 90,!8%)& *, 6,.*0,8 $%0 6$4046*%0 G`H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ ),+%04*% 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% 34)% GZHB
>; )4+% 8'**8% %11,0* GMH@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G=H 4.+ $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G`H@ !(* 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" 4& 8,A G;HB :$% +'+ .,* $4/% 90,!8%)& *, 6,.*0,8
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5(0'.3 9(UU8% =@ 940*.%0&L '.*%046*',. A4& ,1*%. &'8%.*@ %&9%6'488" A$%. > A4& *0"'.3 *, N()9 ,.*, *$% !,JB Y(* *$%.@ *$%" &*40*%+ %J6$4.3'.3 %J984.4*',.&
4.+ 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.&@ A$'6$ $%89%+ *$%) 0%48'U% 4.+ 0%&,8/% *$%'0 6,,0+'.4*',. 90,!8%)&D
A1: something is pulling me... (pushed by the screen)
A2: Is because of the screen,
A1: (laughs, tries to jump onto the box but falls)
A2: maybe if I come back a bit (walking back)
A1: we can try (now she can jump onto the box)
M;Z
g$%. &,8/'.3 *$% /%$'68% 9(UU8%@ *$%'0 '.*%046*',. A4& ),&*8" &'8%.*@ *$%" ,.8" ,664&',.488" )4+% ,9%. 3%.%048 C(%&*',.& *, ,.% 4.,*$%0D
A2: Éhow are going to get into there now?
É
A1: ... how do I do that? (stands in the grapple poiont and moves the glowing platform at distace)
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>= +%60%4&%+ 10,) $'3$ G`H *, )%+'() GZH
>; +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() GMH *, 8'**8% G;H
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ %C(488" 6$488%.3%+B #$% +'11%0%.6% !%*A%%. *$%'0 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*'%& 0%)4'.%+ &)488 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G;H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G;HB
>66(046" >= A4& ),0% 466(04*% *$4. >;B
#$% '.466(046" ,1 >= 0%)4'.%+ &)488 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G;H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G;HB
#$% '.466(046" ,1 >; '.60%4&%+ 10,) &)488 G;H *, )%+'() GZHB
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48B #$%" &,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ 9(&$'.3 !,J%&@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&H 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+ .,* 6,)98%*%@ 4 9(UU8% A$'6$
,!N%6*'/% A4& *, ,9%. 4 +,,0B #$%" $4+ *, )4F% *A, &*%9&D &*,)9 *A, !(**,. 8'.%& 4.+ *$%. 9(88 *A, 8%/%0&B #$%" 6,(8+ +'/'+% *$% *4&F G'B%B@ ,.% !(**,.
8'.% 4.+ ,.% 8%/%0 %46$HB I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%A40+4!8%
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" &,8/%+ *$0%% 9(UU8%&B
7(UU8% =B #$%" )4+% *$% 84&* 0%A40+4!8% &*%9 ,1 *$% +,,0 9(UU8% G'B%B@ *$%" 9(88%+ ,.% 8%/%0 %46$HB
7(UU8% ;B #$%'0 ,!N%6*'/% '& *, 8'!%04*% 4 +0,'+ A$, '& '. 4 643%B 740*.%0& .%%+ *, 9(&$ 4 *(0.&*'8%@ A$'6$ 6,.*0,8& 4 /46(()B g$%. 6,88,64*%+ (9,. *$%
643%@ *$% /46(() *4F%& *$% +0,'+ ,11B #$%" .%%+ *, 0%48'U% *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ *$% /46(()B #$'& 9(UU8% ')98'%& &*%9& G%B3B@ ,9%04*'.3
94.%8&@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ 9(&$'.3 *$% *(0.&*'8%H@ !(* '.&'3$* '& .%6%&&40"B I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% MB #$%'0 ,!N%6*'/% '& *, ,9%. 4 +,,0B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ !0%4F'.3 *'%&HB 2, '.&'3$* '& .%6%&&40" 4.+ 6,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B 740*.%0& &,8/% *$% +,,0 9(UU8% A'*$ 6,884!,04*',. G'B%B@ *$%" 6,,0+'.4*% *, 9(88 ,.% 8%/%0 %46$HB
7(UU8% ;B #$%" .%%+ *, 8'!%04*% *$% +0,'+B >= 9(&$%& *$% *(0.&*'8%@ A'*$,(* 0%48'U'.3 *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$'& 4.+ *$% /46(()B #$%. !,*$ 940*.%0& A48F
40,(.+ 4.+ %.343% A'*$ +'&*046*%0& 4.+ '00%8%/4.* &*%9& G%B3B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&HB O'.488" >; 9(&$%& *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ 6,88,64*%& '* (9,. *$% +0,'+ 643%B
#$%. &$% 18(%.*8" )4F%& *$% 0%&* ,1 *$% &')98% &*%9& ,1 *$% 9(UU8% G%B3B@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&H A$'8&* >= 1,88,A& $%0
7(UU8% MB 740*.%0& &*40*%+ !0%4F'.3 *$% *'%& !(* +'+ .,* 1'.'&$ *$%) 488 G*$%" !0%4F M ,(* _HB #$%. *$%" A48F 40,(.+ 4.+ %.343% A'*$ +'&*046*%0&B #$%"
6,,0+'.4*% *, )4F% '00%8%/4.* &*%9& G%B3B@ ,.% !('8+& 4 &*4'064&% 4.+ *$% ,*$%0 A48F& ,.% '* *, ,9%04*% 4 (&%8%&& 94.%8HB #$%. *$%" 1'.488" !0%4F 488 *$% *'%&
4.+ ,9%. *$% +,,0B
>8*$,(3$ &,)%*')%& 940*.%0& A,0F%+ 6,884!,04*'/%8" G%B3B@ 9(UU8% =H >; +'+ ),&* ,1 *$% &')98% &*%9& '. *$% 9(UU8%&B #$%0%1,0% >= $4+ 8,A%0 9%01,0)4.6%
&6,0% G9&9)x=BMMH >; G9&9)xMB`aHB
I,.*%J*
9%06%9*',.
>= )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* GaH@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G;H@ $4+ 4 $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% GaH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" $'3$8" GaHB :$% $4+ 4 8,* ,1 90,!8%)&
1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G`H@ !(* *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ 8'**8% 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% 34)% G;HB
>; )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G[H@ 1%8* ., (.6%0*4'.*" 4* 488 G<H@ $4+ $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% GaH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" $'3$8" G[HB :$% +'+ .,* $4/%
90,!8%)& 1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G<H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 A4& .,* 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% 34)% 4* 488 G<HB
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
740*.%0& ,1*%. '.*%046*%+ &'8%.*8" ,0 !0'%18"B #48F 10%C(%.6" A4& 8'**8% !,*$ 1,0 >= GaBMM A9)H 4.+ >; GZB`` A9)HB
g$%. *$%" *48F%+@ '* A4& *, 6,,0+'.4*%D
A2: could you put away your gun and then press 2? (standing in front of the lever)
A1:É hey (pulls the lever down)
A2: ... (pulls the other lever, the door opens)
M;a
>.+ 1,0 0%C(%&*'.3 4.+ 3'/'.3 9046*'648 4+/'6%D
A2: ... what do I press? (in reference to the button she needs for controlling the droids)
A1: press 1 (standing)
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5"4+ 6$4.3% A4& &)488B T.8" *$% 6$488%.3% ,1 Y= +%60%4&%+@ Y; 0%)4'.%+ &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B
Y=L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ !(* 0%)4'.%+ )%+'() 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 GZH *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 GMH
Y;f& 6$488%.3% 0%)4'.%+ )%+'() 10,) *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G_H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G_HB
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
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70%/',(& *0'48B 740*.%0& &9%.* 488 *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 &,8/'.3 4 9(UU8% '. A$'6$ /40',(& &')98% &*%9& 40% &%C(%.*'488" 8'.F%+ G%B3B .%%+ *, (&% 4 *(0.&*'8% *,
6,.*0,8 4 )43.%*@ A$%. *$% )43.%* '& 6,88,64*%+ '. *$% 4+%C(4*% 9846%@ *$'& (.!8,6F& 4 94.%8BHB #$%" 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$% F%" &*%9 ,1 *$% 9(UU8% !%1,0% *$% *0'48
1'.'&$%+ *$% *0'48@ !(* )'&&%+ *$% 84&* &')98% &*%9&B I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D :,8/%+ 4 9(UU8% 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+ .,* 1'.'&$@ 4 &%6,.+ ,.%B
7(UU8% =B #$%'0 ,!N%6*'/% '& *, ,9%. 4 +,,0B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ !0%4F'.3 *'%&HB I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% ;B #$% ,!N%6*'/% '& *, 60,&& 4 &A4)9B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.6%B :')98% &*%9& 40% *, ,9%04*% *A, 94.%8&@ &$,,* %.%)'%& 4.+
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7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =D #$%" &*40* )4F'.3 *$% .%6%&&40" &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ !0%4F'.3 *$% *'%& ,1 *$% +,,0H %11%6*'/%8"@ !(* 3%* +'&*046*%+ A'*$ '00%8%/4.* %8%)%.*&@ A$'6$
*$%" %11%6*'/%8" (&% &$,A'.3 6,,0+'.4*',. G%B3B@ Y; !('8+& 4 &*4'064&% (&'.3 $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*"@ Y= (&%& *$% &*4'064&% 4.+ ,9%04*%& 4 94.%8@ 488 *$'& '&
(&%8%&&HB #$%.@ 1'.488" 1'.'&$ *$% 84&* *'% 4.+ ,9%. *$% +,,0B
7(UU8% MD #$%" &9%.* ),&* ,1 *$% *')% 18(%.*8" &,8/'.3 &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ 4&&%)!8'.3 !8,6F&H (&'.3 '00%8%/4.* %8%)%.*& G%B3B@ A%.*
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Y= )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G[H@ 1%8* )%+'() (.6%0*4'.*" GMH@ 8'**8% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G;H@ 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" 4& 8'**8% GMHB :$% $4+ )%+'() 90,!8%)&
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G_H 4.+ *$,(3$* $% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ ., 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. 4* 488 G<HB
Y; )4+% )%+'() %11,0* GZH@ 1%8* )%+'() (.6%0*4'.*" GMH@ )%+'() (.+%0&*4.+'.3 GZH@ 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" 4& )%+'() GZHB :$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)&
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G_H 4.+ *$,(3$ *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ )%+'() 6,.*0,8 ,/%0 *$% &'*(4*',. G;HB
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
#48F 10%C(%.6" A4& &')'840 1,0 Y= G=XB`` A9)H 4.+ Y; ;MB`` A9)HB
#$%" 6,))(.'64*%+ 10%C(%.*8"B Y(* *$%'0 *48F A4& ,1*%. 6,)9,&%+ !" !46F6$4..%8 4.+ !0'%1 0%)40F&@ 4!,(* A$4*%/%0 *$%" A%0% +,'.3 ,0 3%.%048 4&9%6*&
,1 *$% 34)%B
B2: [walks and shoots] mh... [falls in the swamps] ups
B1: [walks and shoots] ...
B2: [falls in the quicksand] oh is quicksand or something... I am not going there (laughs)
B1: [assembling grapple point] yeah...
M;X
B2: [hitting enemies] yeah...
B1: [shooting enemies]...
#$%" 48&, &$,A%+ *$'& &,0* ,1 '.*%046*',. A$'8&* 6,,0+'.4*'.3 *$%'0 46*',.&@ 4& *$%" +'+ '. *$% (&43% ,1 '00%8%/4.* &*%9&D
B1: [standing on the grapple point, which is irrelevant] ehm.. oh, this is other thing [an anchor that only
B2 can manipulate with her ability]
B2: [does the anchor]...
B1: [uses the anchor to grapple upon a rock] now I can go up
B2: you can go thereÉ[to the top of the rock]
MM<
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1'.+ '* '1 A48F &%9404*%8"H@ 4.+ &,)% ,*$%0 &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&@ !('8+'.3 4 04)9HB #,,F *$%) ),&* ,1 *$% *0'48 *, 1'.+ *$% 94.%8@ 41*%0 A$'6$
*$%" &,8/%+ *$% &')98% &*%9& 18(%.*8"B I,884!,04*',. A4& )4.+4*,0"B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" 6,)98%*%+ *A, 9(UU8%&B
7(UU8% =D #$%" $4/% *, 60,&& 4 349B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& GN()9'.3 4.+ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&H 4.+ ,.% &*%9 '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9 G,.% 984"%0 $4& *,
4&&%)!8% !8,6F& *, !('8+ 4 !0'+3%@ %)98,"'.3 $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*" *, )4.'9(84*% ,!N%6*& 4* +'&*4.6%HB I,884!,04*',. '& )4.+4*,0"B
7(UU8% ;D *$%" $4/% *, )4F% 4 !0'+3% 4.+ 60,&& 4 &A4)9B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ 9(&$ 4 !,J@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&H 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9& G'B%B@ ,.8"
,.% )%)!%0 64. !('8+ *$% !0'+3% (&'.3 $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*"H I,884!,04*',. '& )4.+4*,0"
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =D #$%" 984"%+ ),&*8" 6,,9%04*'/%8"B E. *$% !%3'..'.3 *$%" 6,,9%04*% *, (&% '00%8%/4.* %8%)%.*& G%B3B@ Y !('8* 4 &*4'064&% (&'.3 $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*"@
4.+ *$%. > (&%+ '* ],A%/%0@ *$% &*4'064&% *4F%& *, *$% *,9 ,1 4 0,6F A$%0% *$%0% '& ,.8" 6,'.&HB #$%. Y= 1'.+& 4 6,8(). A$'6$ *,9 64. ,.8" !% 0%46$ !" Y;B
#$'& '& *$% '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9B #$%. Y; (&%& *$% 6,8().@ A$'6$ *4F%& $%0 .%40 *$% !8,6F& *, !('8+ *$% !0'+3%B :$% C('6F8" 0%48'U%& *$% (&43% ,1 *$% !8,6F&
4.+ !('8+& *$% !0'+3%B #$%. *$%" !,*$ 60,&& *$% 349@ 6,)98%*'.3 *$% 9(UU8%B
7(UU8% ;B P49'+8" +'+ &')98% &*%9& G&$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&HB #$%. *$%" 6,,9%04*%+ *, +, ,*$%0 &')98% 4.+ '.*%0+%.+%.* &*%9&B Y; 9(&$%+ 4 !,J@ A$'6$ *(0.& '.*,
!8,6F& 1,0 Y= *, 4&&%)!8% 4 !0'+3% (&'.3 $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*"B Y= +,%& &, 4.+ *$%. Y; (&%& *$% !0'+3% *, 60,&& *$% &A4)9B #$%. *$%" +, *$% 0%&* ,1 *$%
&')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ ,9%04*'.3 4 94.%8@ A48F'.3 1,0A40+H C('6F8"B
I,.*%J*
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Y= )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G[H@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G=H@ )%+'() (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G_H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& $'3$ GaHB :$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)&
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ ., 6,.*0,8 ,/%0 *$% &'*(4*',. G<HB
Y; )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* GaH@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G=H@ $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 GaH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& $'3$ GaHB :$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)&
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G;H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 A4& .,* 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% &'*(4*',. 4* 488 G<HB
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#48F 10%C(%.6" A4& &')'840 1,0 Y= G=MBMM A9&H 4.+ Y; G=a A9&H
#$%'0 '.*%046*',. A4& ,1*%. &'8%.*B ],A%/%0@ *$%" ,664&',.488" )4+% &$,0* 6,))%.*40'%& 4 !,(* *$%'0 46*',.& '. *$% 34)%@ *$'& &%%)%+ *, 6488 *$% 940*.%0L&
4**%.*',. *, *$% ,A. 46*',.& !(* 48&, *, &(&*4'. &,)% &,0* ,1 6$4**'.3D
B: ups, I built us a bridge (as she uses her character's skill to build a bridge)
A: great (walking towards the bridge)
B: that's handy
Y46F6$4..%8 A4& 48&, 10%C(%.*B O,0 %J4)98%@ +(0'.3 *$% %J%6(*',. ,1 '.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9& G%B3B@ A$%. 4 940*.%0 $4+ *, (&% $%0 &9%6'48 4!'8'*" *, !('8+ 4
!0'+3%H@ '. A$'6$ > )4F%& 4 9046*'648 &(33%&*',. *, Y@ A$'6$ '& 1,88,A%+ !" !46F6$4..%8D
MM=
A: mhh.. I think is is for you [trying to jump onto the column and failed because this for B to do]
B: ok [walks towards the column]
B: upsÉ ohÉ [as she tries to jump onto the column and fails]
A: [standing still]
B: ... (jumps onto the column)
MM;
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7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B O8(%.*8" )4F% *$% &')98% &*%9& *$%" 1'.+ A$'8&* A48F'.3 *$0,(3$ *$% 6,00'+,0 G%B3B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ 4&&%)!8'.3 !0'+3%&HB #$%" $4+ 8'**8%
6,,0+'.4*',. 90,!8%)& G'B%B@ ,.% 940*.%0 3,* *0499%+ !%64(&% ,1 *$% &$40%+ &60%%.H@ A$'6$ *$%" 0%&,8/% C('6F8"B #$%" 94" 4**%.*',. *, *$% +'&*046*%0&@ !(*
1,03%* 4!,(* *$%) 049'+8"B
7(UU8% ;B P49'+8" 0%48'U% *$%" .%%+ *, (&% *$% 94.%8& *, ,9%. *$% +,,0&B #$%" $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)& &A'*6$'.3 *, +0,'+&@ 4.+ &,)%*')%& 6,.1(&%+ A$'6$ +0,'+
*, (&%B #$%" ,9%.%+ *A, ,(* ,1 *$0%% +,,0& !%1,0% *$% *0'48 1'.'&$%&B
Y,*$ 940*.%0& )4+% 4 &')'840 .()!%0 ,1 &*%9&B #$%" +'+ /40',(& &*%9& !(* *$%" A%0% &')98%@ *$%0%1,0% *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0% A4& .,* %&9%6'488" $'3$ ,0
8,A 1,0 I= G9&9)x=B`aH 4.+ I; G9&9)x=B`aHB
I,.*%J*
9%06%9*',.
I= )4+% $'3$ %11,0* G`H@ 1%8* )%+'() (.6%0*4'.*" GZH@ $4+ $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G`H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& )%+'() G[HB :$% $4+ )%+'()
90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 GMH 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ 8'**8% 6,.*0,8 ,/%0 *$% &'*(4*',. G`HB
I; )4+% $'3$ %11,0* G`H@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G;H@ $4+ )%+'() (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G_H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& )%+'() G_HB :$% $4+ 8'**8%
90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G;H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ ., 6,.*0,8 ,/%0 *$% &'*(4*',. 4* 488 G<HB
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
#48F 10%C(%.6" A4& &')'840 1,0 I= G;MB` A9)H 4.+ I; G;a A9)H
#48F A4& &6406% A$'8&* 940*.%0& +, *$'.3& 8'F% &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ 4&&%)!8'.3 !0'+3%&@ ,664&',.488" 6,))(.'64*'.3 *, 3'/% 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.&D
C2: [walking forward, shooting]...
C1: [walking forward, shooting]...
C2: [in front of the gap] do we have to run and jump there?
C1: ok
MMM
#48F A4& ),0% 4!(.+4.* A$'8&* 1'3(0'.3 ,(* $,A *, ,9%04*% *$% 94.%8& *, ,9%. *$% +,,0&B #$%" ),&*8" )4+% 6,))%.*40'%& 4!,(* *$%'0 ,A. 46*',.&@ A$'6$
$%89%+ *$%) *, 6,,0+'.4*% *$%'0 46*',.& 4.+ %/%.*(488" *, 0%&,8/% *$% 9(UU8%B
C2: [tries to operate the panel, she canÕtÕ cause she needs the other droid] I am not making anything
C1: oh wait here with that one [switches to the other droid, the one that opens the panel]
C2: him?
C1: yeah [operates panel]
É
C2: [has unblocked the panel] so what do we do? you are him... (the robot that operates the panel)
C1: [operates the panel] mhm... o wait IÕll do it
MM_
5%60%4&% *0'48 I?;@Z
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7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B E. *$% 90%/',(& *0'48@ *$%" $4/% 480%4+" ,9%.%+ *A, ,(* ,1 *$0%% +,,0&B 2,A *$%" $4/% *, ,9%. *$% *$'0+ ,.%@ !(* 1'0&* *$%" .%%+ *, (.!8,6F '*B
:9%.+ 4!,(* $481 *$% 9(UU8% A48F'.3 40,(.+ *,3%*$%0@ ,9%04*'.3 *$% 8%/%0& '.&'+% *$% 0,,)&B #$%. *$%" (.!8,6F *$% 94.%8 4.+ C('6F8" 0%&,8/%+ *$% 0%&* ,1
*$% &*%9& G'B%B@ &A'*6$%+ *, +0,'+ *, ,9%04*% *$% 94.%8&B >1*%0 *$% 84&* &*%9@ *$%0% A4& 4 &$,0* &%C(%.6% ,1 ')43%& !%1,0% *$% 34)% *%88& *$%) *$% )'&&',. '&
,/%0B
#$%" +'+ 4 .()!%0 ,1 &')98% &*%9& A$'8&* ,9%.'.3 *$% +,,0& G%B3B@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&HB Y%64(&% *$%0% A%0% .,* )4." &*%9& 8%1* *, +,@ *$%'0 9%01,0)4.6%
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I= )4+% $'3$ %11,0* G`H@ 1%8* )%+'() (.6%0*4'.*" G_H@ $4+ 8'**8% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 G;H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" *$% 34)% 4& $'3$ G[HB :$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)&
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#48F A4& %C(48 1,0 I= GXBMM A9&H 4.+ I; G=;B`` A9&H
740*.%0&L '.*%046*',. A4& )4+% ,1 &$,0* %J6$4.3%&B T1*%.@ 940*.%0& )4+% 6,))%.*40'%& 4!,(* *$% 34)% %/%.*& *$4* $4+ ., 49940%.* 1(.6*',.D
C2: [shooting] oh, they are bad guys (the enemies in the room)
C1: yeah...
#$'& &,0* ,1 6,))%.*40'%& A%0% &,)%*')%& 6,)!'.%+ A'*$ 0%C(%&* 4.+ 90,/'&',. ,1 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.&
C2: [in the room with pool] oh, this water?
C1: [laughs, jumps off the water and operates the lever]oh, cool
C2: how did you get up there?
C1: ah, press 3
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5= *48F%+ 4 8'**8% 8%&& GA9)xaH *$4. 5; GA9)x=aHB
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'.*%046*',. A4& &*'88 0%84*'/%8" &$,0* ,1 8%.3*$@ 4.+ '* A4& ,!&%0/%+ A$%. *$%" *0'%+ *, (&% 4 (&%8%&& +,,0 G'B%B@ 4 +'&*046*%0HB 5; 90,9,&%+ &,)% %J984.4*',.&
4!,(* *$% +,,0@ *, A$'6$ 5= 0%&9,.+%+ A'*$ !46F6$4..%8 ,0 A'*$ 46*',.& ,.8"D
D1: ... (trying to operate the panel in the distracter door)
F4<"oc{dg"yg"pggf"vq"dg"000"
D1: I donÕt' think it is... is that a picture? ... and it says only stormtroopers (in the distracter door)
F4<"qm"yjcv"fq"yg"fq"*cu"ujg"ycnmu"cyc{"htqo"vjg"fkuvtcevgt"fqqt+
D1:É




QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% &%&&',. ; GI?I?E?EH@ *0'48 _B
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
5"4+ 6$488%.3% +%60%4&% A4& )%+'() GZHB Y,*$ 940*.%0& +%60%4&%+
5=L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() GZH@ *, 8'**8% G;H
5;L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ !(* 0%)4'.%+ )%+'() 10,) *$% 90',0 *0'48 GZH *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 GMH
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B #$% +'11%0%.6% !%*A%%. *$%'0 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*'%& 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& G<H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=HB
>66(046" 5= A4& ),0% 466(04*% 4* %&*')4*'.3 *$% 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*" ,1 5; *$4. *$% ,99,&'*% A4"B 5=L& 466(046" A4& 0%84*%+ *, *$% 6$488%.3% &')'840'*"@ A$%0%4&
*$% 466(046" ,1 5; A4& (.0%84*%+ *, *$% &')'840'*"B
5=L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8,A 10,) *$% 90%/',(& G;H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G<H
5;L& '.466(046" '.60%4&%+ 10,) 8'**8% G<H *, )%+'() GMH
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48D #$%" 0%&,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& &(6$ 4& 3,'.3 *$0,(3$ 4 6,00'+,0@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ !('8+'.3 !0'+3%& *, 60,&& 4 349B
#$%" !0'%18" %.343%+ A'*$ &,)% +'&*046*%0& G%B3B@ 4 9,'.*8%&& +,,0H@ !(* 0%&,8/%+ '*B I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" &,8/%+ ,.% 9(UU8% 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+ .,* 6,)98%*%@ 4 &%6,.+ ,.%B
7(UU8% =B #$%" $4/% *, 3, *$0,(3$ 4 6,00'+,0@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ !('8+'.3 4 !0'+3% *, 60,&& 4 349B #$%&% 40% &')98% &*%9& *$4* 0%C('0% ., &F'88 ,0 '.&'3$*@
4.+ 6,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% ;B #$%" .%%+ *, ,9%. 4 &%0'%& ,1 +,,0&@ A$'6$ 0%C('0%& &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ A$%. 4 +,,0 '& ,9%.@ *$%" $4/% *, 3, '.&'+% 4 6,00'+,0 4.+ 9(88 4 8%/%0@
A$'6$ 8'!%04*%& ,.% 94.%8@ &, *$%" 64. (&% '* *, ,9%. *$% .%J* +,,0HBB I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B 784"%0& 18(%.*8" &,8/%+ &')98% &*%9& &(6$ 4& &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%& 4.+ 4&&%)!8'.3 !0'+3%& *, 60,&& *$% 349& 460,&& *$% 6,00'+,0&B
7(UU8% ;B #$%" $4+ &,)% 90,!8%)& *, 1'3(0% ,(* $,A *, &*40* ,9%.'.3 *$% +,,0& G%B3B@ *$%" +, .,* F.,A A$'6$ ,.% *, ,9%. 1'0&*HB T.6% *$%" &*40*@ *$%"
18(%.*8" )4+% *$% &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&H *, ,9%. &,)% +,,0&B #$%. *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 1'.'&$%&B
#$%" 984"%+ 18(%.*8"@ !(* *$% 9(UU8%& A%0% )4+% ,1 &')98% &*%9&B #$%0%1,0% *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0% A4& 8,A !,*$ 1,0 5= G9&9)x=BZH 4.+ 5; G9&9)x<BZHB
I,.*%J*
9%06%9*',.
5= )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G`H@ 1%8* 4 8'**8% (.6%0*4'. G=H@ $4+ )%+'() (.+%0&*4.+'.3 GZH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" 4& )%+'() GZHB :$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)& 1,0
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G;H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ 8'**8% 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. G=HB
5; )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G`H@ 1%8* $'3$8" (.6%0*4'. G`H@ $4+ )%+'() (.+%0&*4.+'.3 GZH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" 4& )%+'() GZHB :$% $4+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)& 1,0
6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G=H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ 8'**8% 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',.B
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
5= *48F%+ 8%&& G==B` A9)H *$4. 5; G;<B[ A9)HB
#$% )4'. 1%4*(0% ,1 *$%'0 *48F A4& *$% (&43% ,1 !46F6$4..%8 4.+ '.6,)98%*% &%.*%.6%&B #$%0% A4& 4.,*$%0 +'11%0%.6% !%*A%%. 940*.%0&B 5; 4&F%+ 1,0
9046*'648 &(33%&*',.& *, >@ !(* .,* *$% ,99,&'*% A4"B :*'88@ 5= (&(488" 0%&9,.+%+ *, 5;L& C(%&*',.B
#$%" &$,A%+ /%0" 8'**8% /%0!48 '.*%046*',. A$'8&* 18(%.*8" )4.'9(84*'.3 *$% %8%)%.*& '. *$% 9(UU8%&@ (&(488" *, 0%C(%&* 9046*'648 4+/'6%B >& '. *$% 9(UU8% ;D
D2: how do you get through the door? (the blocked panel in door 3)
D1: press 2?
D2: ... no (tries to operate the panel and she can't)
D1: ...
D2: ... (switches to droid and operates panel)
D1: ... (goes into room 1)
D2: ... go (gets into room 1)
MMa
D2: ... (trying to pull the lever as r2d2)
D1: do we have to ... (in reference to the lever)
D2: yeah ... (gives way to K)
D1: ... (operates the lever)
MM[
5%60%4&% *0'48 Q?;@Z
QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% &%&&',. ; GI?I?I?IH@ *0'48 Z
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
5"4+ 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ )%+'488" G?ZHB #$% 6$488%.3% ,1 !,*$ 940*.%0& +%60%4&%+ 4 8'**8%B
Q=L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() G_H *, 8'**8% G;H
Q;L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) )%+'() G_H *, 8'**8% G=H
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ &')'8408" 6$488%.3%+B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G<H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
>66(046" Y,*$ 940*.%0& )4+% 466(04*% %&*')4*',.& 4!,(* *$% 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*" ,1 ,.% 4.,*$%0B #$%'0 466(046" A4& 68,&%8" 0%84*%+ *, *$%'0 &')'840'*"
Q=L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G<H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
Q;L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
70%/',(& *0'48D #$%" 6,)98%*%+ ,.% 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ 4&&%)!8'.3 !8,6F& *, )4F% !0'+3%&@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&H@ 4.+ &*40*%+ !(* +'+ .,*
6,)98%*%@ ,.% 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8& *, ,9%. +,,0&HB I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" 6,.*'.(%+ 4.+ 6,)98%*%+ *$% 9(UU8% *$%" &*40*%+ ,. *$% 90%/',(& *0'48B
7(UU8% =B #$% ,!N%6*'/% '& *, ,9%. 4 &%0'%& ,1 +,,0&@ A$'6$ 0%C('0%& &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ A$%. 4 +,,0 '& ,9%.@ *$%" $4/% *, 3, '.&'+% 4 6,00'+,0 4.+ 9(88 4
8%/%0@ A$'6$ 8'!%04*%& ,.% 94.%8@ &, *$%" 64. (&% '* *, ,9%. *$% .%J* +,,0HB I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B #$'& 9(UU8% ')98'%& 4 F%" %/%.*@ A$'6$ '& *$4* '* '&
*$% 84&* 9(UU8% ,1 *$% )'&&',.B
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B >* *$% !%3'..'.3 ,1 *$% *0'48@ 940*.%0& 40% 480%4+" &,8/'.3 *$% 9(UU8%B #$%" $4/% 1'3(0%+ ,(* *$% &,0* ,1 &%C(%.6% *$4* *$% &')98% &*%9& $4/% *,
1,88,A '. ,0+%0 *, ,9%. *$% +,,0&B #$%" $4/% &)488 6,,0+'.4*',. 90,!8%)& G%B3B@ ),/'.3 *, +'11%0%.* +'0%6*',.& ,1 *$% &$40%+ &60%%.H@ !(* *$%" 18(%.*8" ,9%.
*$% 0%)4'.'.3 +,,0& G; ,(* ,1 MH@ A$'6$ &,8/%& *$% 9(UU8%B > &$,0* &%C(%.6% ,1 &*,0" 8'.% 499%40& 1,88,A%+ !" 4. '.+'64*',. *$4* *$% )'&&',. '& 6,)98%*%+B
I,.*%J*
49904'&48
740*.%0 > )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G[H@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G<H@ $4+ 4 $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% G[H 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" $'3$8" G[HB :$% +'+ .,*
$4/% 90,!8%)& 1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6,)9(*%0 4* 488 G<H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 A4& .,* 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% &'*(4*',. 4* 488 G<HB
740*.%0 Y )4+% 8'**8% %11,0* G=H@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G<H@ $4+ 4 $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% 34)% GaH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" $'3$8" GaHB :$% $4+ 8'**8%
90,!8%)& 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G=H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 $4+ 8'**8% 6,.*0,8 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. G=HB
:,6'48
&'*(4*',.
Q= *48F%+ ),0% G;< A9)H *$4. Q; G=_ A9)HB
#$%'0 *48F A4& 6,)9,&%+ !" 6,))%.*40'%& 4!,(* A$4* *$%" A%0% +,'.3@ 4& (9+4*%& 4!,(* *$% ,A. &*4*(&B
E1: now, he [the droid] can open this door.
E2: [accidentally beating A} oh..
E1: ah ahah
E2: [switches to C3PO]... where his arm gone? he's lost his arms
E1: and leg..
E2: oh..
#$%" 48&, 34/% &,)% 9046*'648 &(33%&*',.&@ ),&*8" Q=B #$'& $%89%+ *$%) *, 0%&,8/% &)488 6,,0+'.4*',. 90,!8%)&@ 4.+ *, )4F% *$% .%6%&&40" &%C(%.6% ,1
&*%9& *, &,8/% *$% 9(UU8%B O,0 %J4)98%D
E1: [noticing they need a droid to open this door] oh where is the other guy? [trying get out from from the
room. But she can't do it cause C is not moving and the screen is shared] why can't I get out again?
E2: maybe is cause I am in...
G3<"yg"pggf"vq"igv"vjg"qvjgt"iw{"vq"qrgp"kv"]dqvj"iq"qwv"qh"vjg"tqqo_
E2: we need come backÉ [inaudible]
MMX
E1: [pulls the lever in room 2. Then the panel that opens door 3 is accesible]
E2: wow.. 0
E1: now, he [one of the droids] can open this door




QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% &%&&',. _ GI?I?I?IH@ *0'48 MB
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
#$% +"4+ 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ $'3$8" G?[HB #$% 6$488%.3% ,1 !,*$ 940*.%0& +%60%4&%+B
Q=L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) $'3$ GaH *, )%+'() G_H
Q;L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) $'3$ GaH *, 8'**8% G;H
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ &')'8408" 6$488%.3%B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G<H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G;HB
>66(046" Q= 466(04*%8" %&*')4*%+ *$% 6$488%.3% '.*%.&'*" ,1 Q;@ A$%0%4& *$% %&*')4*',. ,1 Q; 4!,(* Q= A4& '.466(04*%B
Q=L& '.466(046" '.60%4&%+ 10,) 8'**8% G<H *, )%+'() G_H
Q;L& '.466(046" 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G<H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G=H
^4)%
&'*(4*',.
E. *$% 90%/',(& *0'48@ *$%" 6,)98%*%+ ,.% 9(UU8% *$4* 0%C('0%+ 0%A40+4!8% &*%9& G%B3B@ &*,)9'.3 *A, !(**,. 8'.%&@ 9(88'.3 *A, 8%/%0&HB #$%.@ *$%" &*40*%+@ !(*
+'+ .,* 6,)98%*%@ 4 9(UU8% *$4* ')98'%+ &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ ,9%04*'.3 94.%8&@ 9(&$'.3 4 *(0.&*'8%HB I,884!,04*',. A4& 0%+(.+4.*B
I(00%.* *0'48D #$%" 6,.*'.(%+ 4.+ 6,)98%*%+ *$% 9(UU8% A'*$ &')98% &*%9& *$4* 0%C('0%& '.&'3$*B #$%. *$%" 6,)98%*%+ 4 &%6,.+ 9(UU8% 4.+ &*40*%+@ !(* +'+
.,* 6,)98%*%@ 4 *$'0+ ,.%B
7(UU8% =B #$% ,!N%6*'/% '& *, 8'!%04*% 4 +0,'+ A$, '& '. 4 643%B 740*.%0& .%%+ *, 9(&$ 4 *(0.&*'8%@ A$'6$ 6,.*0,8& 4 /46(()B g$%. 6,88,64*%+ (9,. *$% 643%@
*$% /46(() *4F%& *$% +0,'+ ,11B #$%" .%%+ *, 0%48'U% *$% 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$% *(0.&*'8% 4.+ *$% /46(()B #$'& 9(UU8% ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@
,9%04*'.3 94.%8&@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&@ 9(&$'.3 *$% *(0.&*'8%H I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% ;B #$%'0 ,!N%6*'/% '& *, ,9%. 4 +,,0B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& G'B%B@ !0%4F'.3 *'%&HB I,884!,04*',. '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% MB #$% ,!N%6*'/% '& *, 60,&& 4 &A4)9B #$'& ')98'%& &')98% &*%9& 4.+ '.*%0+%9%.+%.6%B E.*%0+%9%.+%.* &*%9 '& *$4* 940*.%0& .%%+ *, A48F *,3%*$%0 *,
1'.+ 4 94.%8B #$%" 64..,* 1'.+ '* (.8%&& *$%" A48F 68,&% *,3%*$%0B :')98% &*%9& 40% *, ,9%04*% ,*$%0 94.%8&@ &$,,* %.%)'%& 4.+ 60,&& 4 !0'+3%B I,884!,04*',.
'& )4.+4*,0"
7%01,0)4.6% 7(UU8% =B 740*.%0& &9%.+ ),&* ,1 *$% *0'48 *0"'.3 *, 1'3(0% ,(* $,A *, 8'!%04*% *$% +0,'+B #$%" 0%48'U%+ *$% *(0.&*'8% '& *$% )4'. 6,)9,.%.* ,1 *$% 9(UU8%@ !(*
'* *4F%& *')% 1,0 *$%) *, 0%48'U% '*& 0%84*',.&$'9 !%*A%%. *$'& 4.+ ,*$%0 %8%)%.*& G%B3B@ 4 )43.%*@ *$% +0,'+ 4.+ 4 94.%8HB g$'8&* 1'3(0'.3 ,(*@ *$%" 48&,
%.343% A'*$ +'&*046*%0&B
7(UU8% ;B #$%" %11%6*'/%8" )4F% *$% &')98% &*%9& &(6$ 4& !0%4F'.3 *$% *'%& *, ,9%. *$% +,,0B #$%" +'/'+%+ *$% *4&F@ 48*$,(3$ *$'& '& 0%+(.+4.*B
7(UU8% MB #$%" 0%4+ *$% $'.*& *, F.,A A$4* *$%" .%%+ *, +,D 60,&&'.3 *$% &A4)9&B #$%. *$%" &*40* )4F'.3 &')98% &*%9& G%B3B@ &$,,*'.3 %.%)'%&H 4.+
)4.'9(84*'.3 4 .()!%0 ,1 +'&*046*%0& G%B3B@ *$%0% '& 4 304998'.3 984*1,0) *$4* *4F%& *$%) *, .,A$%0%HB Y" *$% %.+ ,1 *$% *0'48 *$%" 40% .,* 1'.+'.3 *$% 94.%8
*$%" .%%+ *, ,9%04*% *, +0" *$% &A4)9&B
#$%" +'+ 4 .()!%0 ,1 &')98% &*%9& '. 9(UU8% = 4.+ 9(UU8% ;B #$%0%1,0%@ %/%. *$,(3$ *$%" +'+ .,* 0%&,8/% 9(UU8% M@ *$% 9%01,0)4.6% &6,0% A4& 0%84*'/%8"
$'3$ !,*$ 1,0 Q= G9&9)xMH 4.+ Q; G9&9)x=B`aHB
I,.*%J*
49904'&48
Q= )4+% 4 8,* ,1 %11,0* G[H@ 1%8* /%0" 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" G;H@ $4+ $'3$ (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. G`H 4.+ 49904'&%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" 4& $'3$ G`HB :$%
0%9,0*%+ 8'**8% 90,!8%)& 1,0 6,.*0,88'.3 $%0 6$4046*%0 G;H 4.+ *$,(3$* *$% 6,)9(*%0 A4& .,* 6,.*0,88'.3 *$% 34)% 4* 488 G<HB
Q; )4+% 8'**8% %11,0* G_H@ 1%8* 8'**8% (.6%0*4'.*" GMH@ $4+ 4 ),+%04*% (.+%0&*4.+'.3 ,1 *$% &'*(4*',. GZH 4.+ 04*%+ $%0 4!'8'*" *, 984" 4& )%+'() GZHB :$% $4+




#48F 10%C(%.6" A4& &')'840 1,0 Q= G=aBMM A9)H 4.+ Q; G=MB`` A9)H
E. 9(UU8% =@ A$'8&* *0"'.3 +'11%0%.* )4.'9(84*',.& ,1 *$% 34)% %8%)%.*&@ *0"'.3 *, 1'3(0% ,(* $,A *, (&% *$% *(0.&*'8% *, 8'!%04*% *$% +0,'+@ 4.+ A$'8&* *0"'.3
*, 1'3(0% ,(* 9(UU8% M@ *$%" 6,))(.'64*%+ A'*$ !46F6$4..%8'.3 4.+ &$,0* 6,))%.*40'%&B O,0 %J4)98%D
E1: É over his this [pushes the turnstile to put move a magnet, making a panel accesible]
E2: [standing in front the panel]
E1: [collocates the magnet upon the cage, making the panel accesible] above it, is moving over his like,
cage
E2: yeah, yeah... oh I see [operates the pannel and the droid is liberated] yeeh...
E. 9(UU8% ;@ A$'6$ *$%" 0%&,8/%+ C('6F8"@ *$%'0 '.*%046*',. A4& 6,)98%*%8" &'8%.*B
M_;
5%60%4&% *0'48 O?=@_
QJ9%0'%.6% I,884!,04*'/% &%&&',. = GI?I?I?IH@ *0'48 _
E.*%.&'*" 4.+
6$4.3%
5"4+ 6$488%.3% +%60%4&% A4& )%+'() G?ZHB #$% 6$488%.3% ,1 !,*$ +"4+ )%)!%0& +%60%4&%+B
O=L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) $'3$ G`H *, )%+'() G_HB
O;L& 6$488%.3% +%60%4&%+ 10,) $'3$ GaH *, )%+'() G_H
:')'840'*" 740*.%0& 0%)4'.%+ %C(488" 6$488%.3%+B #$%'0 6$488%.3% +'11%0%.6% 0%)4'.%+ 8'**8% 10,) *$% 90%/',(& *0'48 G=H *, *$% 6(00%.* *0'48 G<H
>66(046" Y,*$ 940*.%0& )4+% 466(04*% %&*')4*',.& 4!,(* *$% 6$488%.3% ,1 ,.% 4.,*$%0B #$%'0 466(046" A4& 0%84*%+ *, *$%'0 &')'840'*"B
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F1: what happens if I try [inaudible]
F2: I tried to push it towards the edge and didn't do anything
F1: oh yea...[walks around] I'm really confused
F2: me too, I don't actually understand
É
F2: [jumps off the crane] ups... I do not know what to do, seems like should be easy but I still can't
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F1: [jumps into the crane and takes the droid across the gap] does someone needs to be him (the droid)?, are
you him?
F2: yeah I'm him, so it's ok [operates the pannel and door opens]
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F1: [close to the blocks to build the bridge] oh we have to... fix it (laughs)? [builds the bridge]
F2: [keeps walking] laughs
F1: [crossing the bridge] like, we just need t cross up?
F2: [crossing the bridge] yeah..
